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NEWS AND Nores
I am glad to be able to print in this issue of Conviviun the two 

papers given by John Puddefoot at the weekoid seminar orgeuiised by the 
Philosophical Society of the Oxford Extra-Mural Department. With John's 
permission, I have omitted the biographical section. Peter Hodgson's paper 
will appear in the March, 1986 issue. The Seminar was attended by about 
sixty people Including a nunber of Convivium subscribers and everyone I 
spoke to thought it «ms a highly sutcoessful weekend. Dru Scott's book, 
Eveiynan Revived, was on sale, with the added attraction that buyers could 
have signed copies. Ihis book will make an ideal Christmas present for 
anyone needing a genUe introduction to Polanyi. It combines a li^t touch 
with profound insights - Polanyi without teeurs - in fact! I understand 
from Dru Soott that the piblisher's publicity has been poor, so I would 
urge readers of Convivium to try and get tlieir local booksellers to stodc 
it and also get their libraries to order it. It is published by Ihe Book 
Guild, price E9.25, 25 High Street, Lewes, Sussex.

Dr. Andy Sanders has written to say that Convivium readers will be 
interested to know that Prof. John North has recently beai appointed a 
member of the "Kcninklyke Nederlandse Acadanie van Weten schappen", the 
Dutch equivalent of the Royal Society. I am sure we would all lUie to con
vey our wannest congratulations to Prof. North, vbo I think was a founder 
member of Convivium. An article by Dr. Sanders of Groningen University ap
peared in the latest issue of Neues Zeitsdurift fur Systematische Theolooie 
und Religionswissenschaft (27, 1985, pp 85/99), entitled Science and
Religion as C^ultural Systems. It is written mainly for a German public and 
contains an expository account of some well-known Polanyian ideas plus a 
little ^plication in the field of cultural anthropology.

Mark Morelll, Editor of Method, the Journal of Lonergan Studies, a 
bi-annual journal of philosophy and theology, has written to suggest that 
readers of Conviviun would find this a worthwhile addition to their libra
ries. He thinks that Method and Conviviun are like-minded projects,. 
"scholarly efforts to check the troubling drift of our age with openness 
and criticiam." He draws our attention to two recent works which have ex
plored the similarities between the projects of Polanyi and Lonergan: 
Joseph Kroger's "Polanyi and Lonergan on Scientific Method", (Philosophy 
To^ No 21) and John Apczynski's "Doers of the Word; Ttawards a Foundation 
geology based on the Thought of Michael Polanyi." (Scboleurs Press, 1977) 
— available from Dept, of Philosophy, Loyola Marynount University,
Loyola Boulevard, W. 80th St. loe Angeles, Ca., 90045, price $12 p.a.

Dr. Labia has written, drawing attention to an article by Jeffrey 
Gold, B.D.S., on Cartesian IXialian and the Current Crisis in Medicine, in 
the Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine, (Vol. 78, August 1985, pp 
663/666). This discussion papier ple2wds for a philosophical appnsacdi and is
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"pure Polanyi, if not written quite in his lucid style."
Some of you nay resnonber Hu^ Jonesr vAio subscirbed to Convivium for 

some yeeurs. He was Professor of Religion and Science at Mainz University 
and died in February, 1985, after battling with ill-health for some years.

I hope you id.ll all look carefully at the list of subscribers at the 
back of Conviviign and if, by any chance, you have not yet paid for 1985, 
nay I suggest that you send your subscription for 1986 with your 1985 sub
scription. As you will see, the miniimim subscription has had to go to 
E5 for 1986, though I hope that students and those who for any reason are 
not at present salaried will continue to send what they can eifford. We 
certainly don't want to lose anyone on financial grounds, but you will see 
from ny financi2d 'Statement' that expenditure is currently greater than 
income.

I am hoping that I may have found a 'Guest Editor' for October, 1966, 
but as far as I know, I will still be sending out Convivimn in March, 1986, 
and %«ould remind you that News and Notes is only as interesting as you make 
it. Information about bocks, articles, conferences, and offers of reviews, 
articles and personal coiment ^u::e ed.1 welcome. Conviviun is a cxxivivial 
enterprise or it is nothing. One of two things must happen sooner or 
later. Either Convivium will 'take off cind becxxne the Review of Poet- 
Critical Thought we need, with a circulation morthy of such a journal, or 
it will fold up. In March, we had 150 cxipies of Convivium printed instead 
of the usual 100, but I still have 39 unsold, so will only be printing 100 
again this October.

News and Notes from Traditicxi and Discovery (Vol 12, No 2; Winter 1984/5, 
p29) Willicim H. Poteat's Poleinyiaui Meditations vhich has been sh2u:ed as em 
unpublished manuscript but unavailable to few besides Poteat's students 
will be published next year by Duke University Press. James Strines re
viewed Poteat's Polemyian Meditaticxis in the Winter issue of our newsletter 
in 1982. This publicaticxi of Poteat's major work on post-critical thought 
will be a significant contribution vhich v#e vdll ed.1 vant to read and to 
discuss.

Kenneth J. Shapiro author of "Validation in the Hunan Sciences", 
Tradition & Discovery, XlKNo 1, Fall, 1984/85) has just published vdth 
Duke University Press his v#ork, Bcxiily Reflective Modes; A phenomenologi
cal Method For Psychology. Joseph Lyons of the University of California at 
Davis says of Shapiro's book: "Here v« have not only a new method for 
psychology but perhaps the first stage of a new breakthrough....Shapiro's 
project here...may be, at long last, a continuation of that first step that 
Merleau-Pcnty took before his untimely death." Shapiro makes use of 
Polanyi's structure of tacit knowing in his project.

Bruno Mcinno reports on correspondence with Goutam Blsvms of India vho 
has published an article on Polanyi, "How is Knowledge of Man Possible? An
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Enquiry Into I^losc^ihical Anthropology", The Visva-Bharati Quarterly, 47 
(Nos 3 & 4). The article by Biswas takes the position that philosophical 
knowledge of mem as mem has to be founded on knowledge of man as a t^le 
and uses Polanyi's epistemology to show how this can be possible without 
the reductions of other approaches.

W.A. Gus Breytspraak of Ottawa Uhiversity in Kansas City sent in a 
selection of On Becoming Carl Rogers by Howard Kirschenbatm (Dell Pub
lishing Co., Delaoorte Press, New York, 1979) that has on pp297-299 a per
sonal account of Carl Roger's interactions personetlly with Michael Polanyi. 
The account seems misleading, ho«Dever, by suggesting that Polanyi and 
Rogers did not share much in actual intellectual contact. It neglects the 
well known fact that Rogers and Polanyi share in a najor conference and 
published their views in Man and the Science of Man in 1968. Richard Gel- 
wick was present at some of the meetings between Rogers and Poleinyi at the 
Center For Advanced Studies at Stanford and recalls that Rogers was more of 
a listener to Polanyi than a proposer of ideas, but Polanyi appreciated 
Roger's work for its daring refusal to reduce the study of hianan beings to 
the logic of positivist science.

Frederidc Kirschenmann, a founder and supporter of the Polanyi 
Society, has written recently frcm Kirschenmann Family Farms, Windsor N. 
Dakota 53493. Since leaving the directorship of the Consortiimi For Hi^er 
Education Religion Studies in Gayton, Ohio that hosted the May conference 
of 1972 that led to our society and cooinunications network, Fred and his 
wife Janet have been operating the Kirschenmann Farms. He is pleased with 
Fritjof Capra's TuminqPoint, which, like The Tao of Physics, has many oom- 
plementcury ideas to Polanyi's views.

Walter R. Thorson, Prof, of Chemistry, University of Alberta, 
Btincnton, Canada T6G-2G2 has published several papers pertaining to the 
work of Owen Barfield and "Scientific Objectivity and the WOrd of God", 
Journal of the American ScienUfic Affiliation. June, 1984, pp. 88-097. He 
will be lecturing in Oxford this July at a joint meeting of the American 
and British Scientific Afflliaticns.

MICHAEL POLANYI - HIS AIMS S METTHODS

Personal Knowledge begins with a vital statement of Polanyi's int«i- 
tlons. He observes that the Ccipemican revolution, popularly conceived as 
having displaced man from the centre of the universe by establishing 
heliooentrian, in fact did rather the p{^x>site. It displaced man frcm the 
I^ysical centre, but replaced that physical centr2d.ity with a ratiormi 
centrality far superior to it. In place of domination by his senses nan 
found the power of the mind to conceptualise systems with universal appli
cation, that is he tremscended his physical limitations and discovered that
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truth and reality lie within the ociqass of the human mind.
This startling reversal of the usu2d. interpretation of Copernicus is 

the key to the «A»le book, for Folanyi sets about a revision of our under
standing of knowledge based upon criteria of truth and reedity which are 
not primarily based upon sense-perception. The scope, coherence, consis
tency, conceptual clarity, downward-con^patibility, plausibility, promise, 
fruitfulness, range, openness and meaning of a theory assune an isportanoe 
%4iich out%«eighs mere evidence. Of course, he does not reject evidence, but 
he is not prepared to limit the attribution of truth and the status of 
reality only on the basis of lack of evidence or the existence of apparent
ly contradictory evidence, for his own experience as a scientist had taught 
him that i#e see the world euxl interpret our results throu^ theoretical 
filters which tend to make us see v4iat we expect to see and interpiret 
results as we wish them to be Interpreted. In other words, the inertia of 
the established view, the trcuUtion, tends to swanp new theories vhether 
they are right or wrong.

What is the core of Polanyi's epistemology? It is not to re
establish belief as a neoess2u:y over-lay to supplement the deficioicies of 
reason. John Lodte conceived of belief in that t«ay, "a persuasion of our 
own minds, short of knowledge, is the result that determines us in such 
truths" (A Third Letter on Toleration). Instead Polanyi wishes to invert 
the priorities accorded to reason and belief along the lines of Augustine's 
"unless you believe you will never understand". Our beliefs provide the 
basis for our reason, and through that re2ison we come to understand. Even 
if the system of beliefs «hich forms the basis of our reasoning is no more 
than the prevailing attitudes of our culture, they are nevertheless the 
basis of our knowing, and far frcm absolute or inevitable. Polanyi there
fore conmits himself to the priority of belief over knowledge, and to the 
culture-lzulenness of that believing and knowing. In this way he seeks to 
overcome tendencies to destructive over-confidence in the fin2dlty of our 
present knowledge, and to ensure that we remain forever open to new pos
sibilities which the future may bring.

Polanyi is misunderstood if his views on the Inevitable circuleurity 
of knowing are not appreciated: all knowledge is based upon a system of 
self-authenticating beliefs open to meaning and newness can demand 
their revision, but can never eliminate the need for them to take respon
sibility for themselves. "This invitation to dogmatism may app>ear 
shocking...but a dogmatic orthodoxy can be kept in check both internally 
and externally, while a creed inverted into a science is both blind and 
deceptive" (FK) p 268). Fears that Poleinyi's answer to criticed. philosophy 
reduces to a mixture of subjectivism and irrationaliaa are unfounded, but 
they 2urise because Polanyi cluurges straight down the barrels of his 
opponents' guns. His charge, in short, is that critical philosophy has 
professed itself to be presuppoeitionless and rigidly sceptical, whereas in
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fact it has taken for granted a host of assumptions that it never ex
plicitly acknowledges. The practice of doubt "has been avowed and 
emphatic, while its relaxation «ras marginal and acknowledged only in 
passing" (PK p 270).

Hie program of doubt began with Descartes. He wrote in the fourth 
discourse on method, "but as I wanted to concentrate solely on the search 
for truth, I thou^t I ought to do just the opposite, and reject as being 
absolutely false everything in which I could suppose even the slightest 
reason for doubt, in order to see if there did not remain after that any
thing in my beliefs which was entirely indubitable". Polanyi rejects this 
method, not because he denies the in^rtance of doubt - indeed, he w- 
courages it in many cases vdiere science is presented with supposedly new 
discoveries - but because he identifies the primacy of doubt as the source 
of our loss of meaning.

I am looking principally for the mcinent at the negative aspects of 
Polemyi's thou^t, that is at what he seeks to reject. His principal tar
get is excessive scepticiam, idii(^ he sees as an edmost universal fly- 
bottle which philosophy has tra{^»d the fly inside. Positively he aims to 
free us to be ourselves as mai and women, and for discovery of the richness 
which surrounds us in the world.

His epistemology begins with man in his culture, as part of a 
tradition, and endowed .with cui education. From stxh inescapable limita
tions as ensue fron this heritage our aim is to understand the universe, 
and ourselves as part of it. "I must aidnit that I can fulfil my obliga
tions to serve the truth cxily to the extent of my natural abilities as 
developed by ny education. No one am transcend his formative milieu very 
far, and beyond this area he must rely on it uncritically" (KB p 133).

Akmrmiess of our limitaticxis motivated much of sceptical 2uid criticed. 
philosophy, but Polmyi argues that we have becxxne obsessed with avoidamce 
of error to the extent that we demand unreal stcindards of perfection in 
knowledge thich cut us off from perception of real meeming, and invert our 
knowing into doubting. Soeptician, rightly cxxiceived as a means to avoid 
error, tends to become 2ui end in Itself. Perfectionism leads to inversion.

The principal differoice between pexscxial knowledge and subjective 
knowledge is that the centre of subjective knowledge is the self; it en
tails no sense of respcxisibility to that which is known for acting upon it 
or sharing it, because the dimensions of reality auid universality cure edj- 
sent: what matters is not the way things are, but the vay I am. Personal 
knowledge by contrast is necessarily universal because it is knowledge 
centred upon reality, and as such binding upon all whether they like it or 
not, "For a claim to have made contact with reality necessarily legislates 
both for myself and others with universal intent" (KB p 133). To put it at 
its sharpest, and therefore moet objectionable, personal knowledge is 
intrinsically evangelistic eind proselytising. Hie denmnd for universality
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(one is reminled of Einstein's insistoioe upon the invariance of physical 
laws under ctonges in oo-ordinate system) acts as both a motivation and a 
corrective: "In order to be satisfied, our intellectual passions must find 
response. Ihis universal intent creates a tension: %«e suffer vAict a vi
sion of reality to which we have oonmitted ourselves is oonten^uously ig
nored by others. For the genered unbelief imperils our own convictions by 
evoking an echo in us. Our vision must conquer or die" (FK p 150).

Iherefore we have a criterion of denarcaticn by %diich to separate 
person£d and subjective knowledge: is this a matter of life and death to 
you; does anything matter to you more than your self? that cannot be the 
case for instrumentalist, pperationalist, or oonventionedist epistemologies

rest in the final analysis i:pon my need to know.
The principal difference between personal knowledge and objective 

knowledge is not, therefore, to do with the negation of that sense of 
"objective" «bich means "real, true, out there, universed, and binding", 
but with the version which appends to these guedities, "end nothing to do 
with me", that is "and ufiersanal", "and not responsibility". Polanyi 
insists that nothing can relieve us of responsibility for vhat we believe 
and know - even an appeal to the cxxiditioning of our culture which we have 
unquestioningly accepted.

Early in Personal Knowledge he writes "Ihe purpose of this bocdc is to 
show that complete objectivity as usually attributed to the exact sciences 
is a delusion and is in fact a false ideal" (p 18). Ihe severity of this 
objectivion "has come to threaten the position of science itself... Ihis 
self-contradiction stems from a misguided intellec:tual passion - a passion 
for achieving absolutely impersonal )cnowledge ihich, being unable to recog
nise any persons, presents us with a picture of the world in %hich we our
selves are absent" (p 142). Ihis absence of man from the world as science 
describes it, not markedly different from Oemocsritus' "atoms and the void", 
is what reedly motivates Polanyi's whole programne of philosophical reform, 
for he sees the destructive self-contradiction of any human enquiry tdiid) 
pursues as an absolute science «^t is only a creed - cf. the quote above - 
namely the creed that everything is to be described in terms of physics, 
chemistry and sceptical reason. A form of misguided perfectionian leads to 
its own inversion. Man's servant, science, has been allowed to usurp far 
itself the role of judge of genuine meaning. Instead of using mechanics to 
understand the workings of the universe, science has devoted itself to 
showing that the wor)dngs of the universe are mechanical. Bverythii^g we 
know involves an appredsal, "and this personal coefficient, %«hi<di shapes 
all factual knowledge, bridges in doing so the disjunction between siA>jec- 
tivity emd objectivity" (PK p 17) as man strives to fulfil his personal 
obligations to universal standaurds.

The question is, how does personeLL knowledge, having escaped the 
cheurge of subjectivism, and personedised objectivism, avoid falling into
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the trap of relativiam. Hiere are five ocmpcnents to the answer:
1 - Ihroug^ dwelling in a traditicn from its subsidieiries to the 
focal, and establishing contact with reality through understanding;
2 - By distinguishing focal knowledge from clear ocnscious knowledge 
by means of the fomal - non-formal distinction and the understand- 
ing/ooncept/word ocnnection (and why this applies edso to n« - Ryle); 
(we know more than we can ever tell)
3 - Words once uttered and formalizations once performed take on a 
life of therr own (Isaiah 55:11) (we tell more than we can ev**^' 
know);
4 - Intuition and coomitment involve a personal cycle of detacixnent, 
examination, personal assessment, and reocnmltmant/rejection;
5 - Circularity is inevitable; we can only ever inhabit one world at 
a time (of. Merleau-Ponty's Phenomenology of Perception p 187 where 
he guotes T.E. Lawrence on Arab life); impersonal knowledge is an at~ 
ten^rt: to have it adl ways by dreaming of being able to manipulate all 
systems of ideas from outside without being involved.

Impersonal knowledge therefore tends to be manipulative and utilitarian be
cause it seeks to know without being responsible for what is known. But 
the power of this manipulative ability cones face to face in the end with 
meaninglessness: "man himself is ed»ent".

Wiat of the charge that this is merely wish-fulfilment and arbitrary? 
In the end Polanyi fires of such questions, because he knows that they rest 
upon a prior, critical understanding, and are as sue* irrefutable. He can
not give concrete argiments which will satisfy sue* critics heraune his 
method is designed to alter the orientations which make sue* quesUons 
elesirable. "ftiile I shcdl exxitinue to argi;ie a series of points and 
evidence for ny piroposed conclusions, I shall always wish it to be under- 

that in the last resent ny statements edfirm my perscxial beliefs, ar
rived at by the oexisideratiexis givoi in the text in oexijuneTtion %n.th other 
not specifiable motives of ny own" (PK p 256). This must be ocn«>lanBnted 
by his either observation "Heuristic passiexi seeks no perscxial peiesessiexi. 
It sets out not to conquer, but to enrich the world" (PK p 150). Moreeiver, 
"Formal operations relying on one framework of interpretation cannot d«non- 
strate a proposition to persons who rely upon another framework" (PK pl51).

Polanyi has reinstated three things abhorrent to the e^ritical philo- 
seipher, and as sue* to the modem mind: the priority of belief over
reasexi; the neoessity for the honesty of a<*nowledged do^na over against 
creeds posing as sciences; and finally the irreconcilability of logically 
inoempatible peisitiexis held exi the basis eif persexxtl autheirity. Critieal 
philosciphy relies, against ^Q.1 these, on what Rie*ard Rorty has called the 
transeiendental pretence" that there is a non-circular, objective, self- 

evident system available devoid of assiaqptions and presuppositions, whit* 
unaided reason can make known to us.
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Polanyi identified two principal 2ireas needing refonn if we are to be 
freed from doubt and self-denigraticn. Doubt must be overooroe by a new 
epistemology; our self-denigration must be overocme by rehabilitating the 
ocncept of the personal. Both reforms required Polanyi to think out a posi
tive set of intellectual concepts whidi would make them more intelligible.

Indwelling and Dual Control
Polanyi realised from his own researcdies that a scientist must think 

his way inside the structures he wishes to understand so that his mind can 
focus tqnn their read nature and allow itself to be shaped by what it 
finds. It was this notion he cadled indwelling. Ne dwell in the ob
jects of our enquiry in such a way that we are enabled to focus not iqpon 
the appearances, but upon the essences of «^t we find. Just as a daitist 
using a probe or a blind man a stick does not attend to the inpressions 
that probe or stick makes upon his hand, but to the images conveyed by 
those inpressions, so all kno«nng involves dwelling in the subjects of our 
enquiry in such a way that subsidiauries give rise to focal awaraiess. As 
soon as we transfer attention from the focal to the subsidiary (to the 
probe or stick itself) we cannot 'see* the focad any longer. A pianist «bo 
suddenly staurts to think about his fingers and what they are doing will 
lose the shape and flow of the music; a driver vho thinks about vdiere the 
clutdi auxl brake aure will almost inevitably cratsh the gears. Reductionists 
play the game of referring us constantly to the subsidiaries: pecple are 
"nothing but" minerals; synphonles aure "nothing but* sound waves; and so 
on. But in this insistence upon the subsidiary they inevitably destroy the 
very evidence which would refute them, and in so doing generate their own 
circularity: to vdthdraw from the indwelling in order to focus on the 
"nothing but" is to withdraw from acxsess to the very thing vdildi gives the 
subsidiauries their interest. A reductionist auialysls of man is therefore 
self-ocntradictory, since it demonstrates that there is nothing of suffi
cient Interest about anything to make the enquiry worthwhile.

Dual Control
Polanyi pointed out the ways in tahidi we rely upon machanians of dual 

control. Organians depend upon a low-level physics and chanistry for their 
existence, and the requirements and laws of physics and chemistry therefore 
impose constraints upon higher levels; but ais living creatures they also 
influence their bodies by integrating together sensory stimuli in ways con
tingent upon their being living organians, and as such they impose bopun- 
dariy cxnditions upon their physics and cdmmistry, whidi guarantees that no 
account of those organians solely in terms of the lo»i;er levels can ever 
suffice. To offer such an account is effectively to focus upon the sub
sidiaries to the destruction of their foc»l meaning.

At this point I touch upon a problem whicii could occupy us for an en-
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tire weekend, namely the extent to PoLanyi did or did not regeu?d some
kind of purposive or teleological principles as necessary if we are fully 
to account for life and order, lhat may be something %*e should take up in 
discussion, but I am avoiding it, as I am the question of Polanyi's 
religious beliefs, despite the fact that ordering principles, operai-innAi 
principles, and hierarchical levels of description are frequently referred 
to in Polanyi's work.

Perfectionism and Inversion
Science, conceived in the tradition of critical philosophy, seened 

one of the principal aggressors against such an integrated and integrating 
vision of the nature of man as Polanyi sought. Why was this? Was it simply 
to do with the scepticism that methodically undermined certainty? Or was 
there some connection with the abuse of scientific discoveries in terms of 
tedinology? How could the power science conferred upon man be matched by 
the wisdom to use that power? How oould man develop the systems of value 
%«hich would enable him to be made more hisnan by science, rather than less?

The Illusions we have edxxit objectivity in science lead us to believe 
in unreal criteria of verification euad falsification which can be Hcnn-i 
in terms of perfectionism. Poleuiyi oould see that by believing in an un
real standard of scientific objectivity w would be led to donand levels 
and standards of certainty in all fields of enquiry which can never be 
sstisfied. Consequently, a mixture of unsatisfiable demands and insatiable 
desires for knowledge %«ould result in a desperate retreat into irrational- 
^1. Perfectionism leads to inversion of the standards it seeks to perfect; 
by destroying the basis of rational beliefs we encourage irrational 
beliefs. Vhat our culture needs therefore is a new concept of rationality.

Freedom auid Tradition; Spontaneous Order
Polanyi's writings overflow with appreciation of the beauty of life 

and truth. He is ooncemed for man, but for nan as neither the pra^iatist 
nor the ideedlst would see and have him be. The twin sons of critical phi
losophy as they developed out of the Bili^tenment, capitalism and marx
ism, he sees as equ2Llly destructive of man's nature. The stark either-or 
of individualist and socialist philosophies either does violence to our 
responsibilities to one another or to the uniqueness of our selves; man is 
neither an islcuid nor an undifferentiated forest of identical trees. He is 
himself, but he is himself fully only tifhen he realises that self-hood in 
coanunity.

Here, thmi, is a politiciQ. philosophy: the philosophy of the Free
Society. To put it into philosophical categories, Polanyi rejected the 
dualian of the sensible and the intellectual, thought and action, fact and 
value; man is fulfilled neither by retreating into intellectualiam, bo the 
world of the mind, nor by abandoning his ability to think and dream and im-
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msrsing himself in materialism. In science progress is made through a 
living dialogue with nature, through a ricdi interplay of theory and e^gperi- 
ment in which each constrains and Inspires the other. In life we nust 
strike a baleuioe between necessity es»d possibility, betweai the demands of 
the world and the possibilities disclosed by the hianan spirit.

Itolanyi sou^t the imswer to these guesticns in a new theory of 
knowledge, edthough the word "theory" seems strangely inappropriate to 
anyone vAk> has read his %#orks, for Polanyi translates knowledge from the 
realm of theory (from the realm of the intellectu2d world) into the 
categories of the personal.

This connection between the knower and the known is far more than 
incidental} it goes to the centre of Polanyi's concerns. He saw that it 
was one of the bequests of the Enlightenment that we have no responsibility 
for what we know because facts are facts, euvl being in^iersonal euid abjec
tive they therefore have no intrinsic connection with values, vbi<di are 
subjective e«*d infinitely revLsable. Polanyi could see that this dumlian 
of fact and value was capable of tearing western civilisation apart by 
alienating man from his world. Science colludes with this alienation by
presoiting itself (more often than not) as dealing «dth abjective facts
v^ch therefore exempt scientists from any responsibility for the con
sequences of their own researches. It was because he wished to overoome 
the separation of fact emd value which results from such an epistemology 
that Polanyi did not like the term "Open Society" as used by Popper, for 
the notion of openness he finds in Popper is associated with the kind of 
intellectual freedom which throws off everything but unconstrained enquiry, 
and sees value and morality as arbitrary accretions we should ideally 
remove since they constrain us unreasoiably. (Meaning chapter 12, for The 
Tacit Dimension pp 63-79).

In Personal Knowledge Polanyi puts forward as his principal aim "to 
achieve a frame a£ mind in thich I may firmly hold vhat I believe to be
true, even thcxi^ I know that it mic^t cxncsivably be fedse" (p 214). This
is a scandalous Intenticxi from the perspective of critic^al philoec^y, but 
Polanyi sees in the impersonal ideetls of that philoecsphy a dehumanising 
force respcxisible for the alienation of Man from the world. To ccxinteract 
it he insists that the contrasts we are familicu: with between the catego
ries of the objective and subjective, must be replaced with the relaticn- 
diip of the personal to the universfd.

Circularity and Conraitment
The principal offenca of Polanyi *s phlloec^phical position arises from 

its self-confessed circularity:
I believe that in spite of the hazards involved, I am called upcxi to
search for the truth cund state findings.... Any encjulry into our
ultimate beliefs can be cxxisistent cxily if it presc^iposes its own
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cxxicluslons. It mist be Intentlonedly circular. (Personal Knowledcie 
p 299)

What are we to make of this? First, that there can be no logical bridges 
betweoi mutually inooqpatible positions. The strength and the tyranny of 
any ccherait position is that it must be self-authenticating, the ground of 
its tenability oust be internal to itself. Now this also strikes us as 
scandalous, because besides being bom-and-bred Cartesi2ms we are 2dl also 
probably atomists vto believe consciously or unconsciously that there are 
ultimate foundations for all things which admit of no rivcils and 
supply Inescapable and irrefutable criteria which will demonstrate their 
own truth and the falsehood of edl rivals. We believe as a consequence of 
this that reason aided by en^rical evidence is sufficient to sustain all 
true argiments and to refute all false ones. In other words, we do not 
believe in inescapable emd ineraKiicable conflict between rival systems of 
thou^t.

[Hie offensiveness of Poleinyi's position should now be clear. He 
rejects both Freudianism and Harxlan «Mle being aware that they rest upon 
the same kind of logic as his o%ei position, namely a logic internal to 
themselves, but he rejects principally the pretense that they do not in 
fact depend upon such eui internal process of self-justification, but rather 
appeal to a spurious "objectivity" often dressed up in pseudo-scientific 
claims about evidence. (PK p 288)]

Refutation of, a rivsd. system, or establishment of conversion from it, 
cannot be achieved piece-me2d., because the system is sufficiently defended 
to refute objections one by one (cf. Meaning p 180). Folanyi's method is 
therefore intentionally circular because to pretend to have a logically 
conclusive refutation of rival positions is to oomnit the same objectivist 
sin as them. Instead one articulates an alternative world-view, just as 
Polanyi does himself. But doesn't this threaten to dissolve into 
subjectivian?

My previous suggestion, that for the sake of precision declaratory 
saitenoes should be formulated in the fiduciary mode, with the words 
*1 believe* prefixed to them, was a step in this direction, as it 
eliminated any formal distinction between statements of belief and 
statements of fact. But this reform, idiich would link every ^lsserted 
sentoice to its asserter, has yet to be supplemented in order to keep 
the sentence linked also to its other pole, that is, to the things to 
vhich it refers. FOr this purpose the fiduciary mode will have to be 
merged in the wider framework of ocmmitment. (Personal Knowledge, p 
299)
Polanyi is saying that when we say (as %#e all do from time to time) 

that an assertion "is not merely an opinion or belief of mine, but a fact" 
(vtere "fact" often has the connotation "scientific" fact), we are making a 
spurious and dishonest distinction %«hich bears close reseroblcinoe to the
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kind of thing Sartre cedled bad fedth.
But Polanyi is not oonflating belief with subjective opinion. Respon

sible beliefs constitute kiKjwledge insofar as they are held with universal 
intent, that is as beliefs truly reflecting the nature of the universe cind 
my obligation to be faithful to it, that is to a OMitre beyond n^self. 
This bipolarity is not a dualian, for it recognises the inevitability of 
the contribution of the self vihile insisting upon the responsibility of the 
self to the other. Here there are echoes of Buber's I-Thou. Neither the 
subjectivist (»iio believes whatever he likes) nor the objectivist (»Ao 
denies that he believes anything at all) are fully personal; we become full 
persons only when we accept the relatlonctl responsibilities intrinsic to 
our place in the universe, the bipolarity of the self and the other.

It is the act of oonniitment in its full structure that saves personed. 
knowledge from being merely subjective. Intellectual oomnltment is a 
responsible decision, in submission to the oon^lling cleums of what 
in good oonscienoe 1 conceive to be true. It is an act of hope, 
striving to fulfil an obligation within a person2d. situation for 
t^ch I am not responsible and tdiich therefore determines ny calling. 
This hope and this obligation are e^qpressed in the universal intent 
of personal knowledge.

Conviviality and Dissait
One of the criteria my beliefs must satisfy is ratification by a oori- 

nunity of simileurly orientated persons. I am not free (as the subjectivist 
or solipsist is) to believe v^t I like regardless of my peers' views. It 
is rather inevitable oonseguence of ray commitment to the truth that I 
willingly subject my beliefs to scrutiny and modify or strengthen them 
accordingly. (Notice again the necessity that we admit when we are wrong.) 
A ooraninity of competent critics %«ith vAxmi dialogue is possible constitutes 
a oonvivium, and the fellowship they share is conviviality.

But here again a caveat must be added, far the place of the indivi
dual within a tradition is seldom as simple as this description of dialogue 
might seem to imply. Scientists of all pecple are aware that changes in 
outlocsk cure neoesscury from time to time, and that those changes often 
result from the stubbornness of picxieering Individuals who refuse to ta)ce 
the tr^Klltion too seriously. Gbviously Copernicus, Galileo 2uid Einstein eue 
examples. Therefore the stnxrture of the oonviviimi must incorporate and 
acknowledge the reality of dissent. Again, the theme of cxnflict emerges.

TVo streuids of ideas develop from the reality of dissent: first, ^md 
most obviously, there is the possibility that the dissentient is mistaken 
^lnd either does or does not realise emd acknowledge his mistake; second 
there ^u:e the cx^iteria thereby he decides whether or not he has been shown 
to be mistaken, which give rise bo the paractac of self-set standcurds.

The dissentient may be so far ahead of his time, such a cxxtsimmate
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visionary that he is misunderstood by all »Ao hear him arA wrongly rejected 
from the camunity as a "heretic" (for there must come a time when the ocro- 
nunity tires of the eurgiment and pres«its him with an ultimatum: "shut up 
or get out!). His ideas may be wrong, or they may depend u^xxi a per
ception of the world shared by few or none of his contemporaries. Polanyi 
suffered the latter fate tiihen long after his theory of the adsorption of 
gases had been accepted and his doctorate awarded there grew up a strong 
movement vrfvich did not aooept it and denmnded that his doctorate be 
rescinded. Happily he was in the end proved correct, but he learned from 
that experience how difficult it can be and how ijnportant it is for the vi
sionary to stidc to his guns unless he is himself convinced that he is 
mistaken. (In the case in question Polemyi published his theoretical ideas 
in 1916, but they were widely rejected until confirmed in the Wang-London 
experiments betwesi 1927 and 1930.) Writing much later (in 1963) Pol^ulyi 
confessed that he was himself infected with doubts, and survived profes
sionally "only by the skin of ny teeth". The prevailing system of ideas 
can on occasion act against acceptance of a new but perfectly correct 
theory.

The dissentient is not, ho%«ever, his own naster in these natters. He 
is fundamentally responsible not to himself but to the perceptions which 
have vested him with responsibility. Once we perceive we became respon
sible, and the task of advocating and articulating our vision falls to us 
whether we like it or not. Such is the obligation we have to the other. 
Qr>e is strongly reminded of the Old Testament prc^hets protesting to God 
that they would really rather not share in the vision imparted to them; 
life is much more comfortedile without visions (oontreury to popular opin
ion!) "On: vision must conquer or die." (PK p 150) But often the vision
ary himself is armed with far less concrete evidence than is demanded by 
sdenos. He relies upon a feeling that scxnething or other is import2mt, 
upon a hunch or Intuition which wells up from his experience offering 
little more than intimations of fruitfulness, promises of as-yet-unforeseen 
possibilities. "The freedom of the subjective person to do as he pleases 
is overruled by the freedom of the responsible person to do as he must" (PK 
p309).

The Human Situation
Polcinyi's epistemological critique can be sunroarised as an attempt to 

free man to be himself. In this it rejects reductionist analyses aa well 
as b^iaviouTcil analyses, in favour of a self-oonfessedly circular reliance 
upon hunan oonsclau::e as an irreducible reality to be taken seriously by 
any psychology or philosophy. I ;un responsible for nyself in ny culture 
and to the universe throughout ny knowing and being. But as a creature 
bom into a tradition *rith a language I ewt also Incapable of escapdng from 
the subsidiary realities of that cultured, nexus, except by learning to
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dwell in them In order to attain to focal awareness of reality and truth. 
Ihe recklisation and credibility of this progranme therefore depends upon an 

account of htntctn develc^ment across the whole spectmn of language 
and learning, mind and body.

MICHAEL POLAWYI - LftNGUAGE AND EDOCATIOW» MIND AND BODY 
CoRnunicaticn is a huiian enterprise tdiich arises from our desire to impart 
and share our visions. Polanyi himself spent his life exploring the world 
with a breadth of interest and understanding that few have equalled in 
modem times. But this concern for coloration forced him to rethink the 
nature of knowledge and understeuiding as he realised that prc^xositional or 
formal models for knowledge are inadequate, that formal accounts of knowing 
eund coming to know cu:e incapable of embracing the richness 2uid diversity of 
those processes. His mtipathy to fomalism (by «diich I mean the attenpt 
to describe ^Q.1 world-processes in terms of their formal relationships) is 
closely allied to his opposition to reductionism, and both arise from his 
conviction that the most iaportant component of understanding is tacit, and 
cis such unformedisable.

The Tacit Dimension
Ihe concepts of indwelling euid tacit kno%idnq are inseparable. Dwell

ing in subsidiaries to attain to a foccil awareness of their meaning relies 
upon our capacity to perform tacit integrations of those subsidiaries, a 
process that involves a mixture of conscious and unconscious effort eund 
skill. As such (and as with so much of Polemyi's work) the concept cf 
tacit knowing is self-embracing for tacit knowing is itself a skill that we 
most learn and refine (ho««ever mucdi of it is inherited).

As a child learns to play a musical instninent it moves from fianbling 
incxxnpetenoe, from being "edl fingers eund thumbs", towards a fluajcy «diidi 
not only permits but demands that the fingers be left to themselves. Wh^ 
sight-reading a piece of music the pianist is not in general thinking 
"third finger on C, fourth on E"} that only becomes neceaaary (it is impor- 
tant to recognise its necessity) when a piece requires unusued dexterity 
that stretches existing technique. A piece within one's own oonpass will 
take shape under the control of our vision of the meaning of the music zus 
conveyed to us by Indwelling euid tacit Integration.

Illustrations like this helped Polanyi to see and to show vhy for
malism is inadequate to explain understcuiding. Ihe meeuiing does not lie in 
the notes as written down, and the interpretation vhich separates the 
mediocre from the great is not attributable only to technique. Technique 
is a necessary but not sufficient condition for great playing (in exactly 
the way that physics and chemistry cure neoesscury but not sufficient condi
tions for life). The csontrol which the perception of meaning enables a 
great pianist to exercise is csi exanple of the higher levels controlling
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the loiier, as in duad control. But the offaisiveness of this ocantrol is 
that it is not - and logically cannot be - acoountctble solely in terms of 
Icwer levels. Admittedly we attempt to generate such, accounts; it is a 
standard technique of the biographer to search throuc^ the past of any 
great man or v#aman to find seme event or influence tAiich serves to acoount 
for subsequent genius or aberration.

For non-pianists a more accessible illustration can be found in the 
sinple and everyday practice of language, where we all manage to generate 
new sentences and to understand unforeseen ones witihout difficulty, paus
ing only «hen we encounter an unfamiliar word or concept. The fact is that 
nobody uses language by memorising prefabricated sentences, and even if 
they did they would still need further understanding to en2Uole them to use 
them appropriately. We speak of people understanding a language vdien they 
can use it freely and appropriately as judged by their peers. But we also 
know that nobody can take his understanding out of his head and present it 
to us, either as a "brain dui®;" o£ every sentence he has ever encountered 
(xntaining a particular word, or as a definition (since definition is 
circular). Therefore the oonmand of language is a skill relying upon tacit 
oonponents and loiformaliscdjle concepts. There are more than shades of Wit
tgenstein here: we tell whether someone understands a word (has a concept) 
ty the way he uses it. But the use is only a clue to the meaning, not it
self the meaning, for the sentence gives e^qaression to what might be called 
one "section" throu^ our understanding, as if we sliced through a tree- 
trunk and showed somebody the rings. The inevitable inadequacy of words to 
convey all that we mean by them (even to ourselves) led Polamyi to coin the 
phrase we know more than we can tell. ‘Know* is being used here not of 
formal knowledge, but of the knowledge viiich goes beyond vdiat can be 
formalised, the skills and understanding which enable us to give shape to 
language at all.

Three questions imnediately eurise: how do we acquire these skills; 
how do we supplement them tdien they prove Inadequate; eutd »hy do we some
times fail to acquire them? Polemyi refers us to the interaction of mother 
and child, master and apprentice, of the deep relationships by whicdi learn
ing can occur almost without effort cis we aoquire s)cills through participa
tion and imitation. There is significantly very little formal intellectual 
activity in either of these processes: the child learns regardless of its 
wider intelligence, and it does so in a way which bears a closer 
resemblance to play them to formal schooling; the apprentice watches and 
copies, learning by imitation and experience rather than by fontal teaching 
(indeed in many of the enrafts the master ttould have (seen illiterate, as was 
Stradivar lus).

Tbcit knemdedee relies i?xxi absorbing e;q)eriences in more than forml 
ways. I was unfortunate enough to do an O-level in French without visiting 
France; the only contact with French as a living language came from an as-
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slstante who preferred to speak Bigllsh. When I eventu2d.ly visited France 
I was literally anazed that people really spoke as I had been taught and 
more particularly that Frcuice t«as so different from Bigland, in other %#ords 
than not only the Icunguage as syntax and vocabulary is different, but the 
language as an expression of French life (further confirmation of 
Wittgenstein's famous dictim that if a lion could speak we could not under
stand him). What makes French French is not its formal structure, the 
things schoolchildren struggle with, but the world-orientation «dii<h gives 
life to that syntax. To teach a language in isolation from the culture in 
which it arose almost inevitably forces us back upon rules for the 
manipulation of words, for the reality %dvich gives shape to the language 
and from vhich it derives its coherence is unknown.

Simil£u: problems beset the nmtheroatician, but ve cannot take our 
puphls to visit the place ihich gives mathematical forms their meaning. So 
often we are left vdth the inpression that scroeone either can or cannot do 
mathematics (and that that is all there is to it) because we cure devoid of 
the means to open the subject up from different angles which may iiB)ce more 
sense to him. I sometimes joke with colleagues that the trouble %rLth 
physics and chemistry is that they require so much equipment, whereas all 
you need for mathematics is your mind} but the joke is on me and other 
mathematics teachers, because what we desperately need in mathematics are 
pieces of apparatus, ccnputer programs and real-world situations to give 
depth auid breadth to a subject vhich many find intimidating because they 
lack the concepts necessary to give it life and shape.

The differences between language acquired naturailly cis we grow, and 
the abstraction of mathematics depiending upxxi concepts gatliered from am apr- 
parently unread world, set the limits of the sp>ectnan of subsidiauries which 
we must participate in if we aue to move beyond their limitations to the 
rich meanings to vhich they refer, this is especially true of our tradi
tion aind culture, a prdblem Polamyi spiecifically addresses vaith resp»ct to 
the universality and truth of knowledge. Between the extremes of our 
natural acquisition of the ability to discern the meanings referred to in 
language, and our corresponding difficulty in acquiring those meanings in 
mathematics, we therefore arrive at the cruciad educational problem of how 
we acquire those meanings througli the subsidiauries of our culture. Folanyi 
revised his estimate of the ijiportanoe of ocnmitment late in his life be
cause he understood more clearly that a great dead of our indwelling is 
inescapable; we sinply cannot remove ourselves from our tradition, amd 
therefore it is unnecessary to ocnmit ourselves to it (see the introduction 
to Hie Tacit Dimension).

Hie inescapability of our tradition and education makes the estab
lishment of am appsrppriate tradition and education vitad for the p>ropx>sad 
that control should be deoentradised amd dxiler spontaneous, for unless a 
trauiitian espxmises a philosophy vhich is conducive to the develcpnent of
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responsible individuals the Free Society cannot thrive.
The free enquiry of the scientific ocninunity provides the mnHai foj- 

Polanyi's picture of the Free Society, and it leads to ocnsideration of the 
develaprasnt of the individual.

In "The Unaccountable Element in Science" Polanyi uses the story of 
the discovery of the planets Uranus and Neptune to illustrate the general 
thesis that we see %4iat we know or, to put it more precisely, that we see 
viiat we are prepared to see by antecedent concepts and theories. "Before 
its discovery as a planet by Sir William Hersdiel in 1781, Uranus had been 
recorded as a fixed star at least seventeen times: seventeen times its no
tion had gone unnoticed. What is more, it would be idle to repcoadi these 
astronomers for succixnbing to this...attitude to the unprecedented.... In 
fact, if astronomers had gone on testing every new st£tr on the possibility 
of its being a very slowly moving planet, they might well have wasted all 
their time in obtaining an imnense mass of meaningless observations" (KB p 
114). This is a particular example of the theory-ladenness of our 
perception, and it points very clearly to the importance of approadiing the 
world with adequate theories and eiqpectatians.

The most ixnportant thing a scientist sees is a problem, whidi he per
ceives as important because of the intuitive powers of the mind, thonselves 
trained in former results and their authority. Often we must simply play 
our hunches, for the true premises of today's ideas will only be apparent 
tcmorrow, "as viben the morning traveller turns and views his wild night- 
stimiblings carved into a hill" (Graves,Recalling War). The knowledge of a 
true problem is a paradign of all knowing because it involves an apprecia- 
ticm of J2rt|i and mganii^ and promise. Aristarchus of Samos thus revealed 
his true insight vben he asked whether the earth perhaps moved, despite the 
fact that a real understanding of the answer did not develop until Newton 
centuries later, an exanple of the general truth that good problans a«J 
theories yield fruit and find confirmation long after they are propounded.

Education
Whereas we tend to educate people about discoveries (which is of 

course necessary if they are to build on the tradition they inherit) it is 
far more inportant to educate them to te discoverers. The transition fran 
one to the other involves a process in ibich what is known becones sub
sidiary (in a conscious sense, "forgotten"), and what can be known beocmes 
focal. It is its elimination of the legitimacy of this transition vbich 
Polanyi most opposes in criUcal philosophy: "man himself is absent".

It is important to realise that the discoveries -<e make need not be 
original; ^re is nothing voong in reinventing the vbeel. What matters is 
that we discover something and as sucb also discover what it is to be a 
discoverer. Somehow this ideal is never realised, for we manage to 
such pressures upon our educaUon - such utilitarian pressures - that we
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find ourselves forced into rote leeuming and teaching: in this situation 
do this and this and this.

Oddly enough, it is in mathematics that this kind of teaching seems 
to be least successful. As a supposedly formal discipline we might think 
that we ought to be able to teach mathematics by rote if anything can be 
taught by rote. Nothing could be further from the truth, and to scmeone 
who has understood Polanyi's distinction between formal and tacit knowledge 
nothing could be less surparising.

Critical philosophy has ignored the personal nature of knowing by en
gendering an illegitimate insistence upon the capacity of formal e:q>res- 
sions to enhody truth. It must be acknowledged that Polanyi seeoB to have 
been unaware of the echoes his ideas find in the work of Wittgenstein at 
this point, but he develops a vocabulary enabling him to speak about that 
which Wittgenstein denied we could speak because Polanyi, untrained in 
philosophy, vms not hampered by an excessive concern with language itself. 
His conceit of tacit knowinq eneibled him to overcome the problems of what 
can be said with language by indicating how language achieves oonmunicaticxi 
through the mechanism of indwelling, and focal and subsidiary awareness.

He finds ev^ in Kant this awareness of the Inadeguacy of language:
No image could ever be adequate to the concept of a triangle in 
general. It would never attain that universality of the cxxxxpt 
thich renders it valid of all triangles,... The schema of the tri
angle can exist nothere but in thought... Ihe concept 'dog* sig
nifies a rule according to which inagination can delineate the 
figure of a four-footed animal in a general manner, without limita
tion to any single determinate figure such as e^qperienc^e, or any pcjs- 
sible image that I can represent in ooncreto, actually presents. 
(Kant: Critique of Pure Reason A141)

Knowledge of the meaning of the word "triangle" does not consist in 
knowledge of particular triangles, but in an incxannunicable cxxioept those 
mastery we demonstrate in our usage (notice again the independent echoes in 
Polanyi and Wittgenstein). A pupil may gleem some marks ny memorising 
proofs of theorems, but he will be cjuite unable to adapt that rote learning 
to even tiny edterations of circumstances because he does not understand 
what he is doing.

Contrast the c:ase with ordinary language, «hich esploys just the same 
kind of relationship between unformalised knowledge and its formal 
expressicxi, yet without any of the anxiety car fumbling emscxriated with 
mathematics in particnalar, euid most other subjects in general. How can we 
acxxxint for this? Polanyi's answer lies in his distinction between fcarmal 
learning and indwelling. When a child learns a language from its parents 
and older children it is under no pressure} the motivaticn is natural; the 
time is unlimited} the mediim is safe and multi-dimensional. The child 
dwells in the whole world of meanings and nuancses associated with leuiguage.
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just as an apprentice dwells in the day-tor-day craftsmanship of his master. 
What oomiunicates itself is not sijiply the formal terms, but the oonnibnent 
of the unconscious teacher to the in^rtance of ^^t is being taught. 
Neither the mother nor the master needs to say "this is in5»rtant"» what is 
ia^xartant about it cannot be said; it can only be shown (more echoes of 
Wittgaistein). And therefore the child, pupil and apprentice learn by 
exan^le; this is important to the teacher/mother/master, cu*d so I will 
regard it as ia^rtant for me because I dwell in a fundamental relationship 
of trust with the teacher/mother/aaster.

This is perhaps the aspect of education i4iich is least well served. 
We imagine, because we are all rationalists at heart, that anything iapor- 
tant can be put into words - truth is propositional, to put it another way 
- whereas vhat matters to each of us about the things we value almost cer
tainly c^annot be put into words; in fact we usu2Llly stunhle a«i feel oihar- 
rassed or fcxolii^ vhen asked to acocxmt for cxir enthusiasms.

An aspect of Polai^i's thought that is implicit can be discerned at 
this point. As we have noted, he believes in tradition and authority; but 
he also believes in the integration of knower and known in a 
relationship. It follows that %#e cannot separate authority from the person 
in authority; in other words, one of the reasons why I will trust the 
tradition is that I trust thcDse who have been responsible for forming and 
handing on the tradition. But there is a view of authority in critical 
philosophy vhich is, just as depersonalised as its view of kncMledge. It 
arises from critical philosophy that a person is an authority by virtue of 
his office, for just as a fact is a facrt;, so an office is an officie. The 
worthiness of the person concerned does not enter into it. But someone who 
has no authority cannot be invested with authority by placing him in hi^ 
office; all that happens is that the standing of the office is diminished 
by his unworthy tenure.

I have recently returned to mathematics after an absence of over ten 
years, and vhat has struck me most forcefully is how little of the concep
tual world I have forgotten, auid how much of its formal eigaression. I find 
that I have to work relatively sisple problems out from first principles 
because I have forgotten the short-cuts. But pupils are inpatient with 
such processes, which they regard as signs of iiKxmpetavoe. FOr them what 
matters is not how a problem is approached, but that it is solved. And yet 
today, a dec:ade after graduation, I find that my inability to solve a 
problem troubles me only insofar as it betrays a deficiency in my 
understanding; the problem is not "how do I solve this problem?" but "vhat 
is it that is preventing me from solving it?"

Of course, we need both technique emd understeuvding if we are to be 
genuinely creative; the most vonderful symphony remains only an idea if I 
have no me2uvs to write it down. And the realisation of the indispensabili
ty of the formal was what drove imsh of ncdem linguistic philosophy to
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disparage the so-called inexpressible thou^t, Frege regarded the idea of 
an ineiqpressible thou^t as absurd; a thou^t for hint consisted in its 
expression. Polanyi is less scrupulous about the boundaries between philcr 
so{^y and psychology, since the presuppositions and processes of thinking 
interest him as much as thoughts as the products of thinking. He recog
nises the need to operate to free the fly from the fly-bottle, tut he in
sists that a ocniplete philosophy must also give an account of why releasing 
the fly is regarded cis a good thing to do> philosophy is therapeutic, but 
it is not only or even principally therapeutic: we deal with our mistakes
in orxier to free ourselves to philosophise betteri we do not do philosophy 
in order to free ourselves from our mistakes. And that in a sense sumari- 
ses Polanyi’s whole approach. Critical philosophy, he feels, became so 
riTcaggcH with eliminating error that it eliminated also any reason for 
regarding error as regrettable; it made a wilderness, and called it p»ace. 
He knew that we are hanpered in life by the distortions of perception vhich 
arise fron representation-dependent knowledge, but he edso knew that there 
is no escape from this flawedness; we must sinply make the best of it. But 
we Coin do more than this because we can dwell in even the flawed subsidi
aries in such a way that we can still partially focus upon their unflawed 
meaning; and in that focussing we find ourselves addressed not out of 
ourselves, or for our own sake, but from a c:fflitre viiich lies beyond us and 

ttet we ach responsibly towards it for its own sake. The liltimate 
criterion of truth is not therefore whether we feel that we have eliminated 
the possibility of error (that may leave us with no more than a sterile 
tautology), but vdiether we feel that as it is in itself. Such knowledge 
onbraoes our being and involves our entire person, vihic^ is vAiy it is ap>- 
propriate to call it "personal knowledge".

Other Minds
By denying the legitimacy of the split between the intellectual and 

the physical Polanyi also rejected a view of man in v*uch the activity of 
the mind can be conc»ived indepiendently from the actions of the body. When 
we encounter our fellow men eind women we dwell in their words and actions 
(as well as vhat we now call their "body language", and he calls their 
"prfiysiognony") and we find that these apparently fragmentary subsidiaries 
lead us to some degree of focal awareness of v^t cxmstitutes their par
ticular individual orientation toward the world. In other words, we ccxne 
to understand something of their minds. The body seen focally is one 
thing, but the body dwelt in as a subsidiary tells us of another thing, 
that thing being the mind. (Meaning p 46ff)

Polanyi *s thoughts on the mind-body paroblem arise from his notion of 
ontological stratification, he elaborates using the concept of dual
control in conjunction with an examination of the nature of a matdiine. His 
jHoag fit none of the three prevzdling philosophies of mind very well
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(monism, dualism and interactionian).
It is useful to ranind ourselves of his analysis of nachines. Ftom 

the point of view of physics and chemistry nachines never fail. Yet 
nanifestly they do fall as we eaqjerience them, therefore we perceive in 
them something which is not merely physics emd chemistry (however much we 
seek retrospectively to deny it), this is their design, «hl(h iinposes iipon 
the physics and chemistry necessary for them to function an arbitrary order 
(as far as the physics and chemistry eure concerned), this order or design 
is ocmprehensible only within a framework «hich recognises purpose as a 
legitimate category of eigilanation, since it is meaningless to say that 
something fails unless we conceive of it fulfilling seme purpose. Dual 
control is only present there there is this sense of arbitreury order, that 
is order not accountable solely in terms of the lower level, thich repre- 
saits "a discontinuity between machines and living things on the one hand 
and inanimate nature on the other" (KB p 230). Physics and chemistry do 
not take risks, for their nature guareintees that they cannot f2dl} it was 
the objective of critical philosophy to reduce knowledge to this same 
state, an lnperson^Ll and riskless process incapable of error.

Because science either denies that there is design, or does not . 
regard it as part of science to describe it, it is (a) blind to lessons 
vhich might be learned by allowing the design in nature to teach us its 
secrets; (b) limited to the low-level descriptions of reeility whidi cannot 
express the kinds of meaning that we all take for granted. In this respect 
science and the adolescent p(4>il are equally the victims of the idea that 
they know vfeit they need to know in order to be certain or to succeed. But 
by circunscribing vdiat would convince them or is of use to them in advance 
they severely limit the possibilities open to them.

Knowledge of low-levels of reeility pjermits us to say something about 
what is or is not possible at higher levels, but it does not and logically 
cannot permit us to describe those higher levels because - this is the same 
argument that says physics and Chemistry cannot fail - the higher levels 
exist only contingently; all possibilities are not re6dised, and it is im- 
px3ssible to know (on the basis of the lower levels) which possibilities 
will be or are reeiLised. The only way to overexme these difficulties is to 
speak of the higher levels in terms arising from them, that is by studying 
the higher levels themselves.

When a neurpphysiolc^gist examines a brain he dwells in his own body 
in order to Icxh ^ another one. There are two insupereible limitations to 
his enquiry: he cannot stop dwelling in his own breiin and body (this is
the (xily exanple of inescapable indwelling I can think of); neither can he 
know the other brjdn as its owner )cnowa it. (The suggesticx) that he might 
be examining his CMn brain is intriguing, but I shedl not pxirsue it here.) 
It seems therefore that this essential Indwelling puts Polanyl firmly in 
the double aspect caiqp of mind theories, althou^ to knowledge he never
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explicitly adopts any clear-cut view. I can only know you and your brain 
frcm outside looking in; I do so using my own bredn from inside looking 
out. (These are ny ejqaressions, not Bolanyi's.)

The asymnetiy of our life together arises from this double orienta
tion: I am uniquely my body in its world-orientationi everyone else's
world-orientation is kno%«n to me only second-hand. But there is, it seems, 
no clear causal connection between the stimuli incident upon me and 
response (contra Bdiaviourism). Therefore the centre of understanding 
v^ch is "me" cannot be forced to understand, or to create, or to believe, 
or even to bdiave as someone "out there" would wish except insof2u: as I am 
inescapably shaped by my tradition and culture. Polanyi's aim is to 
elucidate a philosophy vhich is conducive to the generation of centres of 
understanding orientated towards the meaning of the universe and their own 
place in the scheme of things, and ihlch frees us from soeptician and 
ration^d.ism, objectivism and subjechivism to be tdiat we ^u:e, integrative 
centres capable of reaching out with our minds to embrace all things.

In the end his eu^gunent is clear, firm euxl gentle: I cannot persueule
you on your teems that your soepticlaa and rationalism is wrong without my
self slipping into scepticism and rationalism; but I will not join you in a 
world-view vhich denies the reality eund inportanoe of the meaning thich I 
discern through ny tradition out there in the universe. Because I cannot 
force you to change your mind I am content only to disagree, conscious that 
this will sean to you a fatal weakness in my position. ' But the alternative 
is a belief in false foundations thich elevate a creed into a science. Your 
rationalism can beat me into slavery; my person can only call you into 
freedom.

Critical philosophy is riddled with inconsistencies principally be
cause it pretends not to be self-authenticating and circul^u: whereas, like 
all systems of thou^t, it is. Being blind to its own tyranny, it becomes 
enslaved by its own inexorable logic, and is sucked into an endless 
whirlpool of doubt from whidi nothing but Irrationedism or some powerfully 
and jperhaps personally articulated alternative can redeem it. As 
Kierkegaard put it is the Philosophical Fragments, the New must break in 
upon the old in the Moment when all things are changed. For Folanyl, the 
New is the Other, and the sense o..' opoiness and responsibility which it in
spires and demands. That sense of respxxisibility is genuine love, for in 
true love it is the other and not the self «^ch becomes the centre; the 
other becomes the beloved for «hcni we over-ride etll objections to attain to 
our vision and to ranedn triM to it. Hence the basis of argument is 
removed from its unwitting centre within itself and treinsferred into the 
world not conceived as objective and distinc:t, but encountered as personal 
and edive. For Polemyi, the scientist is as obligated to the lneu\imate 
things of the universe, to know and represent them truly, as he is to the 
living, personal things, for he has no rl^t to intrude upon or violate
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their exietencse for hla own sake, but only out of a deep desire to under
stand than better and with a respect for them as he finds than. If we 
rediscovered that sense of relatedness tedinology «rould not rape the world, 
nor industry pollute it, because the values that would inform our desiring 
would change the shape of «hat we did into a pattern more conducive to our 
shared and interdependent existence. But before we can discover or imple
ment so great a plan we must understand that the ends which oppression 
serves are false ends, and the certainties which soeptician affords are 
sterile tautologies! in other words, we must rediscover a vision for the 
nature and ends of himan life which has always been obscure.

the individual exists as a body with a certain orientation towards 
the world; as that body with its orientation toward the world he regards 
himself as a mind dwelling in a body so fully that, unlike all other in
dwelling, this indwelling cannot be eschewed. I cannot go cxitside my body 
or culture or my world to stand pure and unspotted upon a transcendent 
platform and view the world through a micxoscxspe or telescope unblurred by 
cultural and theoretical constructs and values. But I can make choices 
ehcxit which influsncses I will subjec:t myself to, cmd I cxui fi^t for cer
tain visions of the Free Society which I believe to be oonducive to the 
gr<3wth and davelcpment of rounded and mature human beings chle to have vi
sions and to dream cSraams vdthout fearing the possibility of error, and 
without the threat of the secret police cxaning to fetch them at the dead of 
night. Above edl I can hold fast to the ocnvic:ticxi that the most valuable 
thing tie have is the chility to lift our eyes from the path beneath our 
feet to gaze upcn the t#orld arcxmd us and the heavens above, to believe 
that if we sedc real understanding, understanding will reveal to us the 
truth, snd that the truth will make us free.

Jchn Puddefc»t

THE UNSPBCIFIABt^ ELOflan* IN AOOOmTING

Follcwing my reading of Rlcheurd Gelwicdc's appeal for Polanyi's 
fhiloeopl^ to be applied to more cxxicnrete issues and prchlems (as reported 
in (jonvivium 20, Mar. 1965) I came across an article by Oolln Lyas, 
'Fhiloscphers and Accountants', (Philosophy, Jan. 1984) thlch reviews 
issues about the status of acxxxnting cis raised by publicaticns frcm two 
contrasting approaches: R.R. Sterling's Ttawards a Scienca of Accxxmting
2uid E. Stand's 'Why Ccui Acxxxmtlng not becxme a Scuenoe like Physicas*, 
(Abacais 17, 1981) and Corporate Reporting: Its Future Evoluticxi (CICA,
Toronto, 1980). These public^ticxis e:qplicitly raise philosc>phi<3al issues 
abcxit acxxxmtlng and Stasp is quoted aa saying that acxxxmtancy needs a 
cxnoeptual framework thich rests gpcn secure philoec^phicml fcxmdations.
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Reekiers of Oonviviun will be particularly interested in certain of 
those issues and will see then eis crying out for a Polanyian treatment, 
«diich Stanv> and hyaa appear inplicitly to have begun. I shall therefore 
confine ny brief remarks to those issues, 2und in fact Lyas himself ocn- 
oentrates u^xxi them.

It is the element of jud^nent and decision, over and above or prior 
to calculation, which raises most controversy. Sterling, it would seem, 
thinks that this would raider accountancy 'subjective* end so he would make 
it a science and not an art, in a positivistic understanding of science. 
Stan^, in contrast, sees the element of judgment ^uld decision as inelimin- 
able and thus the problem as that of finding standards nher^t^ it can be 
assessed. Lya2a endorses Stamp's goiered approach and eigxLicitly refers to 
Sterling's as assuning a positivistic view of science, vhile himself refer
ring to Feyerabend's Science in a Free Society and kgainst Hethod as 
providing an anti-positivist account. He also refers to disputes about art 
and aesthetic taste as 'subjective' or 'objective', and reports Sterling as 
requiring 'tests' and not 'tastes' and Stamp as giving away too much in 
this respect. Sterling requires an 'objective' osthod for finally settling 
disputes, as he thinks there is in science.

Yet, apparently, he provides only one 2d.leged law for aooountancyi 
that the realisable vzdue of a car at the end of the year is 60% of idiat it 
was the previous year. Lyas rightly points out that (i) if the oar is 
sold, the hypothesis is not needed, and, if it is, then the hypothesis is 
that very t^pe of oounter-factueil conditional with whidi verificationist 
accounts of science cannot oqpei (li) that promulgation of the hypothesis 
could affect the decisions of buyers and sellers and so the value of the 
iton mentioned in it (a theme of reflexivity vrith which Stanp is generally 
oonoemed)f (ill) that the formulators of the hypothesis had to judge that 
not everyone will sell and that demand will remain oonstanti and (iv) that 
it is an estimate and a judcmient after 2lL1. All this good Polanyian stuff, 
though Polanyi is never mentioned. Likewise Lyas disappoints Sterling's 
hope that science settles controversies finally.

Stamp's remarks upon the reflexivity of accounting - that it creates 
the vzdues tdiich it reports, at least in seme cases, and affects econcmlc 
reality - can, according to Ly2is, be given one very interesting interpreta
tion: that here is a region in idtLch reedities are not independent of 
judgments about them, and thus a region vdth which positivist and realist 
accounts of science cannot cope, and, presumably, in view of the trichotonv 
quoted, only oonvoitionalist accounts can. Yet a Polanyian realism, as in 
The Study of Man and the chapter 'Knowing Life' in Personal Knowledge might 
well be able to acoonmodate such phenomena, especi2d.ly the inpact of the 
stuc^ of man bach upon human life.

Finally Stanp's genered approacdi as reported and mostly endorsed by 
Lyeis seems to be soundly Polanyian: it accepts what oonmon sense and the
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actual practice of accountancy tell U3, that accounting is possible; and 
then it attempts to rebut argunents against that. Specifically, Stan^j and 
Lyas appeal to an analogy with law in vrfiich there is judgment and decision 
but not therefore ’subjectivity*. Likewise, adds Lyas, the law 'creates* 
reality as in deciding whether a flying boat is an aerppJane or a ship and 
so subject to one body of law and not another. Also the law h^;s three 
levels «^ch could apply to aooountancy: individual judgments guided by 
general standards «bi<di build up into a body of case law; scrutiny of sucii 
judgments by enforcers of standards for the profession (appeal courts); and 
then the idiole practice itself which evolves along with the society in 
vihich it exists. Such an account is very close to Polanyi’s account of 
natural science, its standards and forms of authority. There is plenty of 
scope here for a detailed treatment of these issues zdcng Polanyian lines. 
Is there a reader with ejqperience of accounting and willing to undertake 
it?

Richard Allen

AND AUBMATION by Colin Gun ton - REVIEW ARTICLE

Colin Gunton, Biliqhtenment and Aligiation; An Essay towards a Trinitarian 
Theology. Contemporary Christian Studies Ed. Paul Avis, Marshall 
Morgan and Scott, 1985, 166 pp.
There is a surprising suggestion in the title of Gunton*s book, vhich 

focuses the issues with which he deals. Why should a movement known as the 
Ehli^tenment have alienating effects - a movement inspiring confidence in 
the mind’s ability to kncM the «#orld and committed to the release of the 
individual frcm the tyranny of external authority and for the freedon of 
true autonoay? (Amton’s concern is primarily theological but he covers a 
great deal of ground and uses a wide variety of philoeophical tools in 
achieving his purpose, vhich is to show that we need to take the Christian 
doctrine of the Trinity seriously as a key to understanding the nature of 

basic criticism of the Ehlighlenmmit is its failure to under
stand the nature of reality and hence its failure to make men feel ’at 
home in the world. To have true autonoay means to be governed by the law 
of cne s own being. The opposite of autcnomuy is heteronomy, which means 
to be determined by alien causes, to have a foreign pattern inposed on 
one’s life. Heteronony and alienation go together. The adightomait en
courages a cast of mind that sees reality ^ls incurably diverse aid l^udcing 
in inhermit intelligibility. The problem which thinkers of the Ehli^ten- 
ment wrestled with was - How can we know the world and the way things 
really are? Descartes had talked of innate ideas. Locdce saw the mind as a 
blank page on which the wxirld wrote mechanically. Hune destrcyed the link
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between the mind and the world altogether and left Kant, the great archi
tect of Bnlightenment thinking, to find a new way of ejqxlaining our e^qperi- 
ence of the world's rationed.!ty. Kant's idea was that we can only know the 
world and es^rienoe its rationedity by letting the mind impose its own 
forms. He treated raticnedity, not as a guedity of the %#orld, but eis a 
<iuality of the mind, which supplies a freimework of space, time and 
causedity through w^ch we see the world as through a pair of spectacles.

Nhat %#e believe about readity affects the way we see ourselves and 
order our lives and the account we give of freedom. In place of 
Augustine's teaching that one must believe in order to understand, the B»- 
lightenmait adopted the motto Aude sapere - 'have courage to use your own 
reason' - and thereby tore apart belief and knowledge. The Bdightennent's 
programme was to make men truly autonomous and everything that threatened 
the individual person as a source of authority had to go. This appeared to 
include God, whose popular image was onnipotent power, a very hetercnoroous 
idea. Atheism is at least in part a reaction agednst this false view of a 
tyrannical deity. The exclusion of God began when Kant denied inherent 
rationality to the world ^s)d found the locus of me2uiing in the human mind. 
Hus allowed man to play God and it was a short step to dispensing with God 
altogether.

Kant's view of autonomy also affected the Bfilightonent's idea of man 
as a raored agent. Kant tau^t that man is vhat he wills. Man's rational 
will is a law to itself and imposes a structure of action i^ion the world. 
Irrespective of the way the world happens to be. To be truly autonomous, 
the moral agent has to create his own universed moral laws. Gmton sug
gests that the Existenti2dist movement has something in ooBmon with the En- 
li^tenment in being a reaction against the alienation of heteroncmy and he 
shows that Sartre, like Kant, identifies the self wdth the wdll. Autoncny 
of such a kind is, however, radically alienating. Hie Christian view of 
freedom is that it is God's gift emd that only when it is received as such 
can men enjoy the world and God and feel unalienated.

In general, Gunton's book is an attack on the view of mind which 
gives excessive wieig^t to its action in imposing form and meaning and <~«ni 
little to its funciton in reception and discernment. As he points out, the 
mind is structured to receive as well as to impose meaning} it hets a pas
sive as well as an active role in eiQlaring the unknown and relies on the 
inherait ration2dity of the world, which it trusts w#ill disclose itself to 
the mind that is open and receptive. The book is divided into three parts, 
ij* the first of whidi he deals writh the Bnlighteranent's f2d.lure to inter
pret our relationship to reality correctly and discusses pointers provided 
by certain noices raised in dissent against its exeiggerated view of mind's 
active role. Hiere is Berkeley, who argues that «#e can, throu^ God's 
agency, perceive the wmy things re^U.ly are emd that wie do not impose our 
own rationality on a meaningless oollection of data. Hiere is Coleridge,
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»Ao argues that the imagination is the highest form of rationality, with a 
capacity to be creative that is nothing less than divinei and there is 
Polanyi, yimee great contribution is to show that matter is not foreign to 
us because we indwell it and are continuous with it and that therefore we 
need not see our reason as discontinuous with re2aity. Gunton finds the 
essence of Polanyi's criUoal realian in his understanding of the way pas
sive reo^iticn and active understanding operate together in dialectical 
Interaction. He sees the dispute between the Ehlight«m«nt and Polanyi as 
essentially about *hi<Si metaphor should be used to depict the way things 
are. For the Enlightenment, mind is related to the world by clear ideas and 
relaUons, but for Polanyi, it is related through indwelling and the im
agery he uses to greatest effect is that of the blind man's stick. In its 
oosmeroB with the world, the mind functions like the stick, probing and 
groping until the human person has a picture of the envirorment which cor
responds more or less to the structures of reality. Ikiderlying this 'probe' 
Imagery is the sense of touch, which links the knower and his world by 
direct contact, and allows us to think of the mind, like the stick, as an 
extension of the body. The imagery of clear ideas is related to sight 
rather than to touch and does not give the same encouragement to feel that 
we are part of the world we see or to be sure that »Aat we perceive at a 
^stan« is the way things really are. By the metaphor of Indwelling, 
^lanyi relocates the relationship of mind and matter. As the blind man 
3^dwells his 8ti<*, metaphorioally speaking, and treats it as an extension 
of the body, so our minds make contact with the world and function as an 
extension of the body, m this way, says Gunton, Polanyi shows us that the

"is at once active and passive, engaging in dialogue with the world, 
jiwt as the blind man both seeks and receives through his stick information 
about what is there." (p 41) Gunton draws attenUon to ftdanyi's insis
ts that we come to terms with "the fiduciary rootedness of all rationa- 
Uty," (P.K. pp 296f) "All our raUonal enterprises entail risk and per
sonal ocmmitment." (Gunton p 41)

Ihe vhole of the first half of Gunton's book is, as he says, "an ar-. 

gument from faith to understanding, from a belief in a God who has made 
himself knoMi as triune - as the one who Identifies himself bo us in Jesus 

to the outline of a possible way of interpreting our relation to the 
reality we perceive day by day." (p 52) It was the problem of the 
relationship of God and the world, of the One and the many, that drove 
toleridge in a trinitarian direction. He sought, says Gunton, "with the 
h^p of the ChrisUan understanding of God, a world that was neither 
blankly one nor so diverse that only mind could provide a unity." (p 136) 
Gunton follows the direction of Coleridge's thought and develops the thesis 
that we can only counteract the distorted view taught by Christendon and 
the Ball^tenmsnt of what it means to be godlike if we see God as trime - 
that is if we see him in the very suffering and humanity of Jesus.
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Ito see reality as a unity means first of all to be able to recognise 
that there is no vast gulf between God and the world, between matter iuid 
spirit, and between the arts and the scienoes. lb try and live in a didio- 
toDous world is to destrc^ the unity of hunan beings and to turn the real 
world into a fra^nentad and meaningless chaos. Ihis brings the tenptation 
it brought to Kant to see the mind as the creator of its own meaning and to 
usurp for ourselves predicates that belong to God. Wiat is needed, says 
Guntcn, is not a transfer of predicates fron God to man but their revision 
in the light of God's trlunity. In Bart II, Gintcn locdcs at the problem of 
moral action and considers alternatives to the Bfili^tenment's tendency to 
see the person 2is naked will. True moral activity is an activity of mind 
and imagination as %#ell as of will. Ihis comes out in Gunton's discussion 
of Iris Murdoch's The Sovereignty of Good. Heality will i^iow us idiat %#e 
ought to do.", writes Gunton, sunning up her thesis, (p 75) But for this, 
we have to see reality justly and lovingly, not just accurately. Freedom 
and obedience converge as the law of our being tdien we see what is there 
with understanding. This is the answer to hetarononiy and alienation - to 
allow the will to be moved in response to a vision of reality. This way of 
understanding autonony is exanpl i fied in the life of Jesus, idiose authentic 
hunanity was both the gift of God and the law of his being. Ckily in the I- 
nxxi context of personal relationship is the paradox of law and love 
resolved. When I love «diat I see, action is ordered by the law of ny 
being. My freedom has to be properly grounded in reality and in God.

Bolanyi's significance for Gunton's discussion of mored. freedom lies 
in his wldi to demonstrate the place of moral passions in science. He 
stands over against the individualian of the Ebli^tenment with his notion 
of 'oonvivi2Lllty', a term he uses to describe the essence of society, idiicii 
"is not a collection of isolated, God-like Individueds, but a oonniunity of 
beings whose very existence reflects, for good or ill, the ways in which 
they are related to each other." (Gunton p 85) Moral inversion, another 
term used by Bolanyl, is, according to Gunton, "vdiat takes place when a 
cluture becomes cyniced. about moral thinking" and "consists in the appeal 
to moral passions on bdialf of something that is claimed to be not mored. 
but to have the certainty supposed to inhere in science." (p 79) "Moral 
inversion comes about when the development of political and mor2d. ideas is 
held to be simply the resiilt of historical processes... (and leads to) the 
practice and passionate defence of the intrinsically immorzd.". (pp 78-79) 
It is "the phencxHEfnan by «diich absolute individualism creates its opposite, 
a system in %diicd) authoritarianism falsifies patterns of ocnvlvi^d.ity and 
oonnunity by creating areas of alienation." (p 85) "Bolanyi's chief ex
ample of moral inversion is Marxism, but he makes it quite clear that it is 
a danger to ^idiioh we are all subject, for 'it enables the modem mind, tor
tured by self-doubt, to Indulge its moral passions in terms %hi<h also 
satisfy its passion for ruthless objectivity.'" (Gunton, p 80 including
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quote from P.K. p 228.) MarsuL inversion describes a state of social and 
political alienation %«hid) oarresponds to Iris Murdock's euLienation of the 
individual. Once again, Gunton sees in the notion of God as triune, the 
means of grounding our understanding of the true nature of huimn society. 
Tte triune God is not a bare unity but a unity trithin an interrelatedness 
of 'persons' and it is God as Spirit *Ao maSces oorjorate oanmmity pos
sible, %diere the individual is neither swallowed up in the trfule nor 
remains in atomic isolation, so that the world beoones a reflection of the 
individual self. We find, says Gunton, in God's triunity a way of seeing 
our freedom properly grounded in reality, because the origin and rationale 
of all things is found "neither in ourselves nor in an undifferentiated and 
heteronomous unity." (p 88). Because of the way things are, we eu-e part of 
a free himanity and human life is to be conceived "not as the play of im
personal and mecdianistic forces...but as a conmunity tidiere the law of our 
being is %#or)ced out, however stumblingly and inadequately." (p 107).

In Part III, Gunton shows how the same paradox of edienatlon is found 
in the study of the Bible and biblical criticism at a time when more people 
can read the Bible for themselves in their own l2uiguage than at time in 
history. The problem is still that of the relationship between the one emd 
the many and the question we have to ask is, whether there is an entity 
called the Bible, or whether it is just a chaos of texts. Does the Bible 
have an inherent and given unity of content or is its canonical shaping 
merely the result of hunan minds inposlng their o««n form upon a collection 
of texts that lade inhermt coherence? In order to deal %d.th this ques
tion, Gunton looks at David Strauss's contribution to biblical criticism 
and brings the debate 19 to date with a discussion of Breveurd Qiild's work 
on cancnicad. criticism, with its conclusion that a study of the content of 
Scripture suggests that the 'canon' reflects an intrinsic unity. Gmton 
suggests that David Strauss's nineteenth century account of myth in the 
bible reflects a Kantian ceist of mind t^ch holds that the mind imposes 
its own ratlonid. forms on the data of perception. Strauss believes that 
the primitive mind inposes its own scheme on reality in order to make sense 
of its experience and does this in terms of pictures or myths, «^ere the 
modem mind would apply concepts. This reduces the difference between the 
primitive and the modem mind to a difference of what counts as suitable 
language in tfiich to speak of whatever reality lies behind the language. 
Six:h an approach introduces thoroughgoing cultural relativism into biblicid 
criticism, tfilch Infinitely ocnplicates the task of hermeneutics.

Gunton believes that the work of the nineteenth century biblical 
critics has been too mucii influenced by the criticeul ideology of the Eh- 
li^tenment and that biblic2d criticism suffers from the mind inposing its 
own alien rationality on the text at the eiqiense of fulfilling its more 
passive emd receptive role. In Polanyian language, there has been insuffi
cient 'indwelling' and too rnucdi focal att^tion to subeidieuries. The
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canonical approach to biblical studies represents a protest against this 
neglect of the canonical shaping of the bibliceil literature. Ounton sees 
the issue focused in words written by Ranald Clements in defence of a 
theological hermeneutic of the bible - "At a litereury level the canon it
self serves to bind together various local traditions, to link together ex
periences fron different ages, and to lay down a ixiifying pattern of in
sights to show that it is the same God that is being descrlhai^ and referred 
to here", (pp 137-138, quoting Clements O.T. Theology. 1978. Gunton's 
italics). Mhat is focused in the word 'canon* is a unity that can be dis
cerned and is not inposed by the mind, vAiich leads Gixitan to ask whether we 
can discern a unity of theological form in the Bible without imposing ex
trinsic dogmatic categories. What happens, he inquires, if, like Luther, 
we allow our minds to judge the content of the Bible by sane criterion such 
as 'the gospel* or 'Qiristology* and find ourselves setting a 'canon 
within the canon* 7 Is this not a )sind of reductionism? In the aid, Gunton 
suggests, nothing less than the doctrine of the Trinity allows us to come 
to terms with the relation between the variety of types of theology and 
literature in the Bible and to see them as held together %«ithin a unifying 
'canon*, just as Coleridge came to terms vdth the relation between a mul
tiple world and the txiifying God through the doctrine of the Trinity. In 
other words, we are being asked by Gunton to consider whether the question 
of the unity of Scripture does not take us to the very thraghold of the 
doctrine of the innity. If the doctrine of the Trinity suggests a way of 
seeing the Bible the way it is, this, in turn, gives' support to its derlva- 
Uon from Scripture. There is here, as with all knowledge, a circularity 
nhich requres the use of dialectical method and Gunton reoognises this when 
he suggests that "a particular way of understanding God is both ultimately 
derived frcm Scripture and can then be turned back, as it were, to oast 
further light on that from «hich it carae."(p 141)

"The conception of God as triune", writes Gunton, "is meant to 
eiqxress a view of one God who is various in his being iuid is therefore able 
to be seal as relating himself to the world in a V2urlety of ways. The open 
and personal reality of the God of the many facets of biblical speech, fron 
creation and wisdom through to grace and premise, can nrme to speech if we 
oonoeive God in his Fatherhood, Sonship and Spiritness." (p 141). This no
tion of God as triune Involves affirming his involvonent in the rationality 
of this world and prevents us from turning him into an authority figure idio 
imposes his danands in a heteronomous manner. Ounton offers this doctrine 
of the Trinity, not as a 'solution to problems', but as a direction in 
vhich to look iihen we face problems of unity and diversity. All theology 
is a process of faith moving towards understanding and, in this boede, 
Omton's working t^pothesis is that, to find God's reality being opened up 
for us in what happened with Israel and Jesus suggests that we can 
profitably treat the triunity of God as a key to ixiderst2uxling the nature
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of all reality — not least that of huraan beings in their relationship with 
the war Id and with each other.

Many people, in writing a book of only a hundred and fifty-five 
pages, mi^t be ten^Jted not to enibark on an additional discussion about the 
nature of language, but Gunton pursues this question relentlessly, with a 
sure instinct that it constitutes an in^rtant link in the tot£Ll rhain of 
arguaait. His discussion of language brings us to the heart of the differ
ence between the Ekilightenment's view of meaning aitd the views of such 
thinJcers as Coleridge and Pol^ulyi. Because the Bilighteranent denies to the 
world an inheroit meaning and sees the mind as responsible for inposing its 
own meaning in true Kantian fashion on the world, this not only cdienates 

^ roan from re^aity but also has the effect of alienating the meaning of words 
fron the meaning of the vorld. The inplications of this for theology are 
intolerable. In Bart I of his book, Gunton claims that our words are en
abled to fit the real world because its Creator has conferred rationality 
upon it. The Bilightenment, by contrast, demands for its ideas only clari
ty and distinctness and it rejects therdoy "the veryway by %rfiich open
ness of the world as it is to our words might be conceived." (p 145) If we 
cani»t see the transparoit ration^d.ity of the world, we have to neke "an 
alienating dioloe: 'knowledge is either personal, relevant, and untrue or
inpersonal. Irrelevant and true'." (p 146, quoting from an essay by Helmut 
Kuhn in Intellect and Hope. Essays in the Thought of Michael Polanyi, p 
132). Bolanyi's theory of personal knowledge, with its centred, metaphor of 
inchpelling delivers us from having to make this edienating choice. Because 
of indwelling, there is cxntinuity between us, cur bodies euid the world, 
tihicdi frees us from having to see cjur reeison as discontinuous with reality. 
Ihxs, in turn, as Qjntcxi shows, allows us to see our words as having in
herent rationality and capacity to tell the truth. "On a Polanyian account 
the world's ratioudity is prior to ours, and our words gain their meaning 
from the world. This is the opposite of a Kantian account, as Kuhn well 
realises." (p 147) Qmton then applies this understanding to our reading of 

^ the biblical texts. If the meesiing of the text's words derives in some way 
fron the meaning of the world, we can expect to find ecmething in them that 
is meaninfgul to us. The way God comes to speech cannot evade the chal- 

» lenge of hunanity and diversity, but he can still come to speecii with an 
authority eiqiressed through hunan words. And, "(a)s he cones to speech, the 
words exercise authority, not an inpsed heteronomous authority, but as arri 
in so far as they enable us to speak the truth in cxir own words." (p 152).

This is not an easy book to read. The discnission ranges widely and 
at times Gunton seems to be keeping more balls in the air than most people 
can juggle with at a time. The reascn for this is probably that the book 
is not intended to do more than sketch proposals for a larger work in ihich 
the many aspects of this study cmn be more fully develcsped. But it is un
doubtedly a splendid appetizer and Gunton can be forgiven if, at times, his
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arguments seon rather too condensed. What is certain is that he is tadtling 
a subject of the greatest in*)ortanoe, not only for theologians and biblical 
critics, but also for the many more idiose interests r2unge from philosophy 
and ethics to literature and linguistics. In my view, this book is both 
true to the orthodox tradiUons of Christianity and thoroughly radical.

Joan O. Crewdson, Oxford, August 1965

RORTy AND TOE SCOPE OF NOW-JUSTIPICATORY PHILOSOPHY - II 
(A Discussion based on Philosophy and the Mirror nf 

Princeton U.P. 1979)

In Part II of this article I turn to Party's positive positions, 
viiiidi an edifying philosc^ihy is supposed not to have. He tgrnu? his own 
positions '^istemological behaviourian* (Chap. IV:2). UrLs holds that 
knowledge is not the having of an essence but of a ri^^t, by currmt stan
dards, to believe (389); that epistemic authority is what society lets us 
say and that throuth is what is 'good for us to believe' rather than 'con
tact with reality' (175); that 'acgucdjitance with meeuiings/sensory appear
ances' should not be put between the impact of the envirownent of people 
and their reports of it, and that such notions should not be ihm»h to ex
plain the reliabiUty of those reports (176). It is not another version of 
epistemology but the thesis that epistemology is to be replaced by the his
tory and sociology of science (266) (i.e. an account of what scientists 
have done and now do, not of what they should in future do) and by the 
study of disciplinary matrices as en*>irical facts by 'cultural anthrcpo- 
Icgy' (385).

I shall now consider his use of epistemological behavicurism in rela
tion to mind, or 'the mental'. Rightly or wrongly, Rorty sees 
about the nature of mind (vhich he claims were invented by Descartes) as 
narrowing doMi to the quesUon of the reality of 'raw feels' or and
to claims about incorrigible knowledge of them in one's own case (97). He 
holds that behaviourian, such as Ryle's, caiux>t cope %ri.th than (96). In
stead of saying that a certain type of b^uviour is a necessary a«S suffi
cient condition for ascribing 'raw feels' and that this is a fact about our 
language, Ryle should have said that incorrigible knowledge is a practice 
of justification adopted by our peers. Ryle tried to show that there are 
no incorrigible reports, for our language does license inference to incor
rigibly reported 'raw feels' (99-101). What is really at error is the 
widely made assimption that 'whenever we make an incorrigible report on a 
state of ourselves, there mist be a property which we are presented wLtti 
which induces us to make such reports' (97). 'Raw feels' are as real as 
aiqrthing else and we do have a superior %«y of knowing about our own. But
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they eu:e not a specled sort of entity or processes in a private and non- 
material realm (107). Oir 'privileged access' is really the fact that 
there is no better way of finding out if someone is in pain tlvm by asking 
him and t)at nothing can overrule his sincere report. Pre-linguistic know
ledge of pain is like that of a reoord-dianger 'knowing' that the spindle 
is entity, or of a plant knowing the direction of the sun, or amoeba the 
tenyperature of water. It is a matter of manifested behavioured. discrimina
tion (cf. 182). Linguistic )cnowledge of pain is not the putting of a lin
guistic garb over the non-linguistic, for that would nmke us forever soep- 

^ tical about «tet inoonmunioable qualities others feel (109-110). Scep^ 
ticism about other minds arises fron the assianpticn that knowledge is ac- 
oirate representation (mind as mirror, knowing as mirroring) and that we 

* can be certain only about our own representations - the veil of ideas. 
Epistemology is the philosophical genre t^iose aim is to reunite subject and 
abject thus sundered (113).

Rorty offers 'Persons without Minds' (Oiap. II) and 'Materiedlan 
tfithout Mind-Body Identity' (Chap. 11:6), instead of dualism (and thus 
scepticism) or other non-dualians. The argiment for dualioa is:

1. Some statements about our own sensations are true.
2. Sensations are mental event.
3. Neural processes are physical evmits.
4. 'Mental' and 'physical' eure incompatible predicates.
5. No sensation of pain is a neural event.
6. There are some non-physical events.

Ryleans and some followers of Wittgenstein, assuning that mentality means 
privileged access, deny (2). Pansychists deny (3). 'Reductive' materialists 
(Sknart and Armstrong) chzdlenge (4) and 'eliminative' materialists (Feyer- 
bend and (^line) deny (1) (116-7). But Rorty, taking inoorribility as the 
key issue, %#auld substitute for (4) the statement that 'nothing cem be both 
corrlgibly and incorrigibly reported', vhich he muld deny. For 'raw feels' 
can be corrlgibly reported by those who know neurology and incorrigibly 
reported (in their own cases) by those who don't. The 'mental' is sijqply 

‘ one way of talking about vhat is physlc2d, the practice of maJcing sincere 
and thus unchallenged reports about one's 'raw feels' (121-2). Our unique
ness is the ability to say unique and obscure things, and not to speak to 

' oneself alone. With a oerebosoope all thou^ts could be monitored but not 
therefore understood (123 - cf. 355: paredlcting noises is not predicting
their meanings). We need to be aware of different meanings of 'physical' 
anA that the feiilure of science to e:qpl^dn something physiced.ly, in one 
sense, does not entail a need to e:q>lain it non-physically. It is vedn to 
expect philosophy to provide a permanent ontological framework for every 
possible scientific event and all cultur2d developments (124-5).

But vhat, I suggest, philosophy can do is articulate the ontological 
framework preei^posed by or embodied in our current knowledge, scientific
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and othervd.se. This is vihat Rorty himself does by redefining the 'mental* 
as one way of talking about the physical, %d.th the inplication that all 
re2dity is physical. But his epistemological behaviourism prevents him 
frcm ejqplicltly developing an ontology, just as it results in his of 
an ontological basis in the individual for rights and duties (177), of on
tological divides between noises and meanings, and neurons and people (355) 
and of knowledge, avareness of oonoepts descending on the child at the age 
of four vhen he can talk (187). In each case, he holcis, there sure only 
different ways of speaking in which we engage or new relationships we es
tablish in which each remains internally unchanged. Likewise he regards it 
as certain that all speech, thought and theory will be cxnpletely predict
able in purely naturalistic terms, but it is only a trivisd. consequence of 
vhat we mean ty 'decide* or 'invent* that no one will be able to predict 
his own before deciding or inventing them (387). His position is like that 
of Wittgenstein: 'This language game is played*. But that proves too 
nuch. It validates astrolcsgy aa well as astrcnony, magic as well cm 
medicine. Linguistic analysis has never answered the cjuestJon of whose 
language game, talk and cxxK»pts it is. I presune that Beaty would not 
regard astrology and magic as merely incxxanansurable with natural science, 
that he would not want to keep the oenversation open to those ways of talk
ing cuid that he has seme general principles of reality which he oould ar
ticulate and specufy in an e:q>lic:lt cmtology.

Be2ulers of Conviviun are likely by now to see a crying need for an 
ontology of levels, not 'divides'. Rorty's contention that all is physlioal 
but that there are several senses of 'physical' evacles the guesticn of 
whether ed.1 is physicalon the same level or ihether everything (Joes not ex
ist side by side but cxi different levels. The meaning of a sentenoe is not 
another but 'ijimaterial' property over and above how it Icxks. It deter
mines its plaice in a cxntext of evmits in a language-game (25). But that is 
language apart from the physical noises and marks? One cannot distingtulsh 
Icngueige from meaningless noises cuid marks by referenca to language-games. 
One needs a definite referenca to minds and intenticxality thich that 
remark was Intended to eliminate. Rorty denies any perplexing ontologiczQ. 
gap betwaen atomic micro-structure euid fisKhicxal raacro-struchure, for any 
funchiexal state, graspable c»ly in a larger cxxitext, is 'immaterial' cxily 
in the trivied sense of 'not imnediately evident to cell who leak* (26). He 
is not aware of the swatch of attention from Icxhing ^ miczo-struicture to 
Icxhing from it cuid to its fcxichicxi. Likewise wdth the already quoted ex
amples of noises and their meanings, neurcxis and feelings and people, and 
the btoavlcxir of a person and the workings of his mind. Without an ontol
ogy of levels, and the specific cxitology of the taedt integraticn of 
levels, Rorty's language equivoesates between a flat materlalian and an in
choate (xxioeption of levels of reality. I would eilso menticxi agetin his 
equaticxi of pre-linguistic knowledge wcLth the movements of a record-changer
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vrtien the spindle is enpty, of planets to the sun, and amoeba to or a%#ay 
fron Mumier or cooler water (110, 182). In Whitehead, such an identifica
tion or use of the S2une language would be taken panpsytdiically, but with 
Rorty I think that, taken at its face value, it must be read in the con
verse direction. Oertednly, he states that things and people are not two 
distinct entities (351). Let us note that, as in Polanyi, an ontology of 
levels can avoid that imperiedism of the one method, whether the latest or 
not, %dvich Rorty wrongly identifies with systematic philosophy (366).

I oome now to his conception of knowledge: the right by current
^ standards to believe (389) what society lets us say (175)j primarily that, 

supported by justifications, a relation between persons and pn^x>sitions, 
not knowledge rf, a relation between persons and objects (141). But again,

• whose standards and vhich society? For it is not just a matter of incom
mensurability but of flat oontradiction - science versus magic, religion 
versus atheism, behaviourian versus recognition of the mind. Moreover, 
there is no place here for honest dissent frcm consensus, especially as 
moral rights are only ways in vhich others speak and behave towards us and 
are not grounded in what we are. Again, I presume, Rorty holds 
beliefs, allowed by the current standards of some groups as occultists, to 
be false and so has ijiplicit principles for judging them which he could ar
ticulate and specify to at least some extent. Epistemological behaviourism 
treats beliefs just as facts, to be described by history emd sociology or 
cultural anthropology (266, 385). But belief is self-transcending, not a 
mere fact, a reaching out to a reed.ity which it grasps or distorts. On the 
one hand, 2igainst 'justificatory' philosophy, he sees the inpossibility of 
trying to stand outside what one believes and to assess its correspondence 
with reali^} but, on the other, he would have beliefs treated as mere 
facts and so outside the ocnmitment situation. Yet Polanyi has shown that 
we can do this, neither in our o*m case nor another's. For in the former 
there is our omi oonnibnent to an independent reality which andiors our 
beliefs and in the latter there is the other's equal ocnmitment %«hich we 
have to assess and endorse or reject. A history of scietx:e is necessarily

f a critical study, showing how theories have been confirmed, perhaps with 
modifications, or disproved, and how valid scientific atanHarrig have 
arisen. It is not just a story of idiat scientists have happended to do:

* for one thing, it oust first recognise genuine and fraudulent scientists.
Finally, knowledge of, on the contrary, is prior to knowledge that, whldi 
articulates only a part of the former. For 'We know more than we can tell' 
(Tacit Dimension, p 4). ~~

I«t me conclude by saying that Rorty's book contains a wealth of 
material, many interesting suggestions (especiedly about the historic2d 
origins and developments of 'justificatory' philosophy) and neuiy close 
arguments. Ultimately, I think, it is not coherent with itself, peu:— 
ticularly with reg2ud to its own procedure and tdiat it states about edify-
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ing euxl systematic philosoiihy. In its own terms it is systematically anti- 
justificatory, but that is a possibility vAiich it ijiplicitly denies. I 
think it would be mroe effectively anti-justificatory if it were more sys
tematic and systematic upon Polanyien lines.

Richard Allen

BOCK REVIEWS

Robin A. Hodgkin, Playing and Exploring. Education through the discovery of 
order (Lcndon and New York: Hethuen, 1985), xii -i- 226, Bibliography

and index.

It goes without saying that Robin Hodgkin's work cn education has 
been influenced by the Insights of Micdiael Polanyi. IMs book is, however, 
an eigaressly practical application of those insights. It is desi^ied to be 
read by young teachers and students at teaCher-training college and to 
provide them with a working model by which to imderstand the process of 
learning. It also gives a detailed prospect of what the curricultm should 
look like by the year 20CX).

Hodg^un starts with the question: VAiy, when the first years of life
cire so full of eidventure and discovery, are the middle-teens distinguished 
by uninspiring teaching and unmotivated learning? Part of the answer, he 
argues, is the system of ocn^titlve examinations. Ihe studoit should not 
be seen as a blank slate to be Inscribed or a jug to be filled but as a 
Robinson Cruso washed ashore, sliaping emd being shaped by his environment. 

If we can free ourselves frcm the tendency to think of diildren 
Instrumentally, as controllel>le extensions of ourselves or as passive 
victims of the system, and think instead that they are, in essence, 
autoncroous, self-motivating e:q>lorers, makers emd oo-operators, then 
we begin to free them and us for education, (p 63)

It is here that Hodgkin introduces Polanyi*s ideas of the tacit, of appren
ticeship and of conpetenoe: in addition to explicit instruction, the infemt 
or pupil will pick up from its mother or teacher or environment, during 
play, tacit knowledge. Armed thus with a store of inplicit 'tradition', 
the learner can then progress to new cdiallenges, to 'frontier' experiences. 
(The concept of the individued's and society's 'frontier' is Hodglcin's own 
contribution - ocxipare his Reconnaissance on an Educational Frontier (1970) 
- and bears some resemblance to Jasper's Grenzensituationen to which he 
refers the reader, but in his opinion it is a futhful extension of 
Polai^i's thou^t.) Another highly~cheu:ged Pdanyian term he employs is 
'oonpetenoe'. This describes the use made of tacit knowledge in order to 
make sense of the ctudlenge and to push bade the frontier.
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A teadier and a learner 2u:e, together, trying to discover and create 
order out of various contrived and une^qpected elements %«hich mig^t 
otherwise be disordered, (p. 85)
Following and slightly modifying the educationalist Bruner, Hodgkin 

believes that such discovery 2nd creation of order take place on five 
levels, the interpersoncil, the enactive, the iconic (or pictorieil), the 
nusic^LL euid the 'langueige-like' (notaticnal and linguistic). He proposes 
an educational system tihich will encourage a basic ocn^tence in all five 
modes and the eycperienae of 'success' for all children up to the age of 13 
in at least one of them. Hiis can only be achieved by reversing the 
present educational prejudice thich favours those operations controlled 
the brain's left hemisphere - leuiguage and precisian s)cills - above the 
right - pictorial, tactile, musical and social skills. For young people 
aged betweai 13 and 18 he replaces school with a varied menu: six months*
orioitation for the modem world in a residential college, two years in 
seme service capacity such as the armed forces, health or welfare, and seme 
years in a specliLLly created 'junior job*. Training would be on a day 
release/evmilng class basis and of a technical nature. University entry 
would thus be delayed until one's 'twenties, dependent on having earned 
enou^ educational coupons and on the student's paying a quarter of the 
fees to impress on him the value of vhat he will acquire.

Hodgkin is an educational moderate. He steers a middle course be
tween progressive and teacher-centred approaches, between the cledms of na
ture and those of nurture, between brain and hand (and, for that natter, 
between left and right brain!), and between an order inmanent in the 
universe and an order brought to the universe by the rationality of man. 
Itiis does not, however, mean that he lades passion. Gn several occasions 
he blasts the examination system for having destroyed the lives of so many. 
Of television he pleads,

Vte need to cut through the oenman cant tdiich defers IV as essentiedly 
an eilly, as a 'most promising educational aid', etc., and to recog
nize it for what it generally is - a kind of technological valiun 
with addictive tendencies, (p 174)

Althou^ his concrete prcposals for 'Education 2CXX)* differ in subject mat
ter from the preceding chapters of psychology, physiology and anthropology, 
it would be a mistake to dianiss them as the theory's optional extra. The 
theory, Hodgkin reminds us, largely arose out pf the practical suggestions. 
He himself describes them as 'oontroversied.', and one could argue ageiinst 
them, for example, the resistmee of the woricforce to the introduction of 
what is essentially cheap l2dxxir, the real possibility of 3xpd.oitation of 
the young by emplc>yers, parental resistance, the ecxxiomic impracticality of 
job cxeation on such a scale and the scheme's apparent neglec:t of the 
problem of unemployment, now a fact of life for the technically develcjped 
cxxmtries for %«hich the proposals are designed. But some of these dlf-
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ficulties could not have been foreseen «dien the basis for this chapter was 
laid in 1977, and in any case nit-picking misses the point. Here we have 
M attenpt to put the eKlolesoent in the role of the castaway, in a position 
vihere his frontiers will be stretdied both physically and existentially} to 
ranove from him the necessity of being force-fed testable facts, and to 
give him instead a sense of purpose in t#orking for others.

While Hodgkin identifies a major problem of current middle-teen 
education as lack of motivation, he does not acknowledge the possibility 
that an adolescent's rebellion against authority could simply be a way of 
finding his feet in an adult world, and would therefore manifest itself 
against Hodgkin's new junior jobs and colleges as it has against not only 
the present school system but even such schemes as YCX* and YtS, Like an 
infant, the adolescent is questioning and guesting: he is oonmitted be
cause he is seeking scmethlng worth his ooranitment. Hodgkin himself says 
of infants, 'I do not knew a better word than "belief" for that Initial, 
energized attitude of oemnitment and curiosity in cdilldrai' (p. 5). This 
attitude of commitment in fact ch2uracterlses one's idiole life. But few 
will adnit it. Education along Poleuiyian lines will bring home to aULl the 
point that, even vhen adults, they should not be aahampd of having the 
'faith' of infauits and cKlolesoents.

This remarkable book is full of odimonsaise and most teachers will 
find something in it mhich rings true to their e}q»rienoe. It is also im
pressively argued and intentionally pmovocative. It deserves to achieve 
its aim of opening up a new way of thinking about education.

D.V.N. Bagchi

T.F. Tbrrance, The Christian Frame of Mind (Edinburg: The HanHaoi Press, 
1985), 62 pp. Index. Price E4.75.

This short woidc oonprises four lectures given between 1977 and 1984. 
Its unifying thane is the fundamental influence of Christiem thou^t on 
Western culture in general and on science in particuleur. Professor Tor- 
ranoe identifies a nuiiber of similzurities between theology and science. 
The Greek Christian doctrine of creation 'out of nothing' is equated with 
the model of an open-aided universe, i^ch has replaced the Newtonian model 
of a closed, self-eiqilanatory universe, and the 'mind of Christ' is likened 
to the mental honesty required of the scientist in order to attune him to 
the truth of what he studies.

By far the greater part of the book, however, reflects the ocmmaii 
quest of theologians and scientists for the 'order' which they know un
derlies the universe but which (sannot ultimately be proved from the 
universe. In this quest both theology and sciaic% acx»rd roan a pivotol
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role, for he possesses in hlneelf scnethlng of that same rationality which 
imbues the universe and makes it intelligiblei he straddles the appeu:ent 
chaan between fact and meaning and even believes neeuiing to be more in^nr- 
tant than 'objective* description, as we can see from the convenient fic
tion of gluons in sub^atonic physics. In the fin2d dvipter Professor Ibr- 
ranoe broadens his scope to discuss the role of the university. It must be 
open-minded, he argues, free fran all modish constraints except obedience 
to the truth vherever it is to be found. Its greatest challenge in today's 
fragpiented culture is to unify edl knowledge. And it is here that the 
relations between science and theology explored in the eatrlier chapters 
prove their wor^: as a means of iziiting the disciplines of the university 
and therefore society as a whole.

Ihere are nany similarities here with the author's Divine and Contin
gent Order (1981) and Transformation and Convergence in the Frame of Know
ledge (1984 - reviewed in Oonviviixn 19), not least in the use he nakes of 
Polctnyi's insights. Ihis is qpiite deliberate and Professor Torrance 
succeeds in his double aim of carrying further some of the lines of inquiry 
of his earlier works and of providing a relatively easy-to-read introduc
tion to the more intricate discussions contained in them.

D.V.N. Bagchi

Dnisilla Scott, Everyman Revived; The Oonmon Sense of Michael Polanyl (The
Book Guild), 215 pp. £9.25.

Readers of Convivitm presumably do not need to be convinced of the 
inportance of Hichael Polanyi, but they need this book - if only to give to 
their friends. It is a marvellously lucid and well organized exposition of 
Polanyl's thought and one cannot imagine a more useful book to put into the 
hands of an Intelligent person wanting to )cnow tdiy Polanyi is inportant.

I suspect that there mi^t even be readers of Oonvivium who, like me, 
are disciples of Polanyi and yet have to confess that there are passages in 
Personal Knowledge which reqiiire more knowledge of mathematics, logic and 
physics than they possess. Lady Scott, it aeons to me, conveys ed.1 the es
sential elements of Polanyi's thinJcing, yet without requiring this kind of 
technical expertise.

The bcxjk takes the theme of Everynon as the central thread and shows 
how, in one field after airather, Polanyl's work liberates Everynmn from the 
d^uroanising effects of a misunderstood 2uid misapplied 'scientific method', 
enabling him to recover his authentic humanity. Most strikingly the book 
demonstrates the direct relevance of Polanyi's thinking not merely to our 
intellectual problems but to the burning socied. and political issues of our 
society.

Lady Scott tms a friend of Polanyi for fifteen years and was asked by
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him to help to make his ideas more widely understood auid accepted. Itiis 
delightful and absorbing book is a splendid discharge of that ocRmisslcn. 
Bty it, read it, and give it to your sceptical friends.

Lesslie Newbigin

Brian ftoolnough emd Terry Allsop, Practical Work in Science (Cambridge 
Science Education Series, Cambridge University Press, 1965).

Ibis is an incx>rtant, brief, raaaty book. For once, Polanyl's ideas 
on tacit knowledge have been treated seriously, as they apply to practical, 
airricular, class-room problems. Hie book will be of interest to many vta 
are not science teachers.

The basic question whidi the authors face with courage and drcimr- 
spectlcn is: why hasn't scientific education wor)ced better, especially in 
view of the high hopes and the massive amounts of time and money that we 
have invested in it during the past twenty five years? The prdblem is 
stated clearly and it is set in a brief 2und valuable history of science 
teaching. Ttiis Includes a fascinating survey of the Nuffield, and similar, 
curricular initiatives taken in Brit^dn. Even so, the book leaves one with 
the sense that the real problems are only beginning to be touched.

Many traps, such as 'motivation* and 'objectives', are skilfully 
avoided, the authors are properly critical of the popular, 'Instnmiental- 
ist' view of a teacher eus one who 'fills up' or conditions a learner. Ihey 
prefer, quite ri^^tly, to see students as 'essentially active in the learn
ing process in vdiich they euce continually enquiring, testing, speculating 
and building up their own personal constructs [sic] of knowledge. It is 
only by personalising such knowledge that it becomes valid, meaningful and 
useful.' nils is dl well sdd.

Hiere remains, however, an Interesting residue of 'instrumentality' 
in the authors' approach, ■mis shows itself idien they state on p. 43 that 
'primarily a scientist works as a problem solver; so should our students.' 
I think this veils a deeper reality - the primacy of problem spotting and 
«hat might be termed 'the problem relishing' potentieQ. of youig people, 
■mis, I suspecrt, is a gift to be nourished largely at the pre-Eiecondary surd 
to sane extent at the pre-school stages of development. 'Ihe authors have, 
perhaps, been forced to package their arguments too tightly; but for one 
reason or another we 2ure presented here %«ith a rather Unrittri view of %diat 
tacit knowledge

So some big problems slip through; the variety of early home 
learning, how to enrich and yet to contain mecheuiical and reductive under
standing of the world, the great importance of training in visual percep
tion and graphic activity. It would be good if this book turns out to be 
the first step in a journey. Robin Hodgkin
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FROM TRADITIOW MO DISCOVERY

Editors note: Owing to lack of space the first two sections of this ar
ticle dealing with Chomsky's ideas is omitted.

POLMJYI'S REFLBCTIGMS CM CHOMSIC/

1
At what points do the linguistic theories of Michael Polanyi and Noam 

Chomsky intersect? .... Polanyi*8 reflections on (horosky do not constitute 
a simple endorsement. Ihis paper will examine the ways in which he inter
prets and sometimes modifies Chomsky's views of mentalism, linguistic 
creativity, and lemguage aoguisition as he considers them from the vantage 
point of his own theory....

3
In "Sense-Giving" Polanyi indicates his rapport with the orientation 

of Chomsky's work:
...a distinct tendency to break with strict empiricism and to revive 
the clemslcid. oonoeption of language, vhich recognizes the mental 
character of meaning, has been expuressed recently by Noam Chomsky, 
and nv present study supports this by showing that speech has the 
fmdamental structure of 2dl meaningful uses of consciousness in 
animals and men. (195)

Inraediately, one notices a divergence from Chomsky's conclusion that lan
guage is not only species-specific but so highly specialized that it bears 
no resemblance to animal bdiavior. Diis seemingly minor disagreement 
points to more significant differences, in both approach and substance, 
that t#ill become evident in the course of discussion. Ihe most ijiportant 
one to note here is the difference in purpose. Whereas Aristotle examines 
issues from a methodological standpoint that stresses their role in lin
guistic theory, "Sense-Giving" examines them from an epistemological point 
of view that is ocxioemed with the prexass of using leuiguage meaningfully.

Specifically, Polanyi's purpose is to show that althou^ the acts of 
endowing cxir speech with meaning and maJeing sense of what we heeir are 
informal, they "possess a characoteristic pattern that I shall call the 
strucrt:ure of tacit knowing (182). Henca, when he begins his essay with a 
discussion of the "triad of tacit knowledge," he does so for theoretical, 
not methodological, reascxis. The cxxxapt of the triad—with (1) subsidiary 
particxilars that make it possible for (2) a knower to grasp (3) a focal 
entity—is central to the epistemolcjgy he develops in Personal Kncawledqet 
knowing is a <xnscn.ous personal act which originates in the knewer's 
rellancm on partlcxHars that function like clues. Even e:g>llcit knowledge
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can be understood only through tacit inference; one may have rules and« 
again, niles for applying rules, but ultimately the interpretation must 
rest on tacitly understood principles that provide the existential founla- 
tion for knoiiring 2uiything at all.

Gne can recognize an initial distinction between Chomsky's and 
Polcinyi's views of tacit knowledge by considering the way in whicdi FOlanyl 
articulates his concept in The Tacit Dimension (chap. 1), idiere he dif
ferentiates four "aspects" that reveal diverse relationships between sub
sidiary particulars and the focal object: the functional (or pra^natic) in 
which the subsidleiry clues, of vrtiich we may be only vaguely aware, are 
neoesscu:y to ccmpr^iend the focal chject; the phenomenal (or transitive) in 
vhich the subsidiaries do not ocnpletely recede beyond our awareness as we 
grasp the bond between either a v^le and its parts or the reverse; the 
semantic (or heuristic) in vhich n;e discover meeuiing zis the subsidieurles 
confer signifioanoe on that to idiidi they vectorially point; and the on
tological (or intuitive) that enables the knower to understand the 
(possibly future) ijrplications of a complex entity. Althou^ Polanyi's 
concept is thus more specific thcin Chomsky's, an even greater distinction 
can be found in its pattern of relationships, where either Infamnl or for
mal knowledge can become tacit if it is used subsidiarily. Most inportant, 
Polanyi's tacit knowing represents an active principle, not a passive one; 
it operates in the discovery, as %;ell as the recognition, of knowledge.

In "Sense-Giving" Polanyi counterbalances ChomsJ^'s enphasis on for
mal anedysis by danonstratlng the pivot£d role of tacit knowing at all 
levels of language stix^ and use: "Ihere could be no photx>logy if we could 
not control and use meaningfully a oonplex pattern of vocal actions without 
any e;q>licit knowledge of what we are doing tdien relying on these gromds 
for our utterances of %#ords" (184-85). Similarly, in the case of granmar, 
we conpose meaningful sentences by conducting delicate Integrations td.t)x>ut 
necessarily being able to give a detailed account of syntactic patterns. 
And beyond the level of the sentence, we perform still more intricate in
tegrations in *^t Polanyi calls the oomnunicative "triad of triads" as we 
write prose consisting of graphemes that oonobine to mean a word, which ccra- 
bines with other words to form a sentence, v4iich, in turn, nr«iihif>a«; with 
other sentences to produoe discourse. Die triads in triads in
crease sub8tanti^LLly in nimber and conplexity «Aien one moves beyond these 
elementary ex2uiples to a simple ceise of ordineury oonnunioation. To ma)ce 
the dimensions of the prbblem immediate, Polanyi presents an "exenplum," eui 
anecdotal account of the manifold tacit pcooesses, known eis "encoding" and 
"decoding" in some linguistic circles, eure called by Polanyl "sense-giving" 
and "sense-reading" to emphasize that they bear on meaning eind that they 
require personal jud^nents by the qpeaker-hearer.

Having Illustrated that tacit knowing applies generally to the »«»«» of 
language, Polai^l turns to a special case, "the more elementary fact that a
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word can mean anything at all" (192). He observes that "The brilliant ad
vances of modem linguistics have cast no new li^t on the strange fact 
that language means something" (192), a failure «<hich he traces to the 
tenets of extreme empiricism, behaviorism, and positivism that, on 
methodological grounds, exclude consideration of mental processes. Polanyi 
cites the unsatisfactory attempts by Charles Morris and Willard V.O. Quine 
to e]q>lain meaning by oonvaition2Llism, or the h2d>itual 2issociation of 
sounds and objects. One wishes that he 2tlso held oemnentad on Chonsky's use 
of eui eiqplicit procedure to "Interpret" sentences. Hie oranisslon is espe
cially noticeable because of Polanyi's insistence that the formalization of 
meaning relies on the practice of unformedized meaning. Indeed, he eurgues 
that even denotation, the simple naming of an object, is an art like that 
of oonnoisseurship (Personal Knowledge 81). And the repeated use of a 
word, which establishes meaning, requires a series of judgments ^ls a person 
identifies different situations on the basis of some particular feature; he 
must distinguish, for exanple, what variations are irrelevant, what veuria- 
tions eure normaLl changes, and iibat variations discredit a feature al
together (80).

Polanyi*8 stress on the pervasiveness of tacit knowing leads one to 
ask idiat role is left for eiqpllcit knowledge in the use of Icinguage. He 
poses the question himself in "Sense-Giving," where he auiswers rather 
tersely with an illustration drawn from his "exenjiltin": the traveler's ac-
faHd e:q)erienoe consists of subeldieiry and focal elements, both of which 
remain tacit; in his letter, the focad awareness of his eiqierienoe becomes 
subsidiary to the odniunioation, «riiich is explicit; the recipient under
stands the meaning of the letter by tacitly integrating the eiqdlcit lan
guage (195). Elsewhere, however, he places more emphasis on the benefits 
that may accrue from the dialectic nature of the relationship between tacit 
and e^qplicit knowledge. In "The Logic of Tacit Inference" he describes the 
integration of particulaurs as an interiorization that bestows meaning, and 
the focusing on those particulars as an exteriorization that effaces the 
meaning of a comprehensive entity; but "when the two are applied 
alternately, they can jointly develop meaning" (148).

In The Tacit Dimension he shows, moreover, that the application of 
the conplementary processes of euialysls and integration may result in a 
modified meaning that is deeper them the original because the detailing of 
particulars provides a surer knowledge of them in the subsequent 
integration. Sometimes it may even be possible to state e;qdicitly the 
relations between particulars: "When such explicit integration is
feasible," says Polanyi, "it goes far beyond the range of tacit 
integration... The formal rules of proeody may deepen our mderstanding of 
so delicate a thing as a poem" (19-20). Although in "Sense-Giving" he does 
not draw the obvious analogy between formal rules of prosody and fomal 
rules of granmar, simnarily places it within a tacit framework, and then
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directs his attention exclusively to ClxmsScy's views of language aoguisl- 
ticn ^u)d linguistic creativity.

One nust adcnowledge Polanyi's context, as well as that of Chomsky, 
to understand the import of the follotring passcige:

Of the grounds on whic^ language learned, Qxxnaky writes: 'Ihe 
language-acquisition device is only one component of the total systan 
of intellectual structures that can be applied to problem solving and 
concept formation; in other words, the faculte* de langage is only 
one of the faculties of the mind* [Aspects 56]. But he goes no fur
ther in defining these faculties. My view is that the use of lan
guage is a tacit performance; the meaning of language arises, as many 
other kinds of meaning do, in tacitly Integrating hitherto meaningf- 
less acts into a bearing on a focus that thereby beccmes their 
meetning. ("Sense-Giving" 196)

Chonsky, of course, does not intend the language-acquisition device aa a 
model for Icinguage learning; he deduces it as a convenient structure, 
within his theory, to account for the "invention" of an internal gramnati- 
c^d system, without oammenting on the nature of the language-cuxjuisition 
device, Polanyi turns to the way in the faculty of language mig^t 
function, a point on whidi Chomsky remains silent, except to say 
(imnediately after the renarks that Polanyi quotes) that it can be expected 
to result in a specialized approadi to language problems. Polanyi offers 
an alternative view: "I would trace back the roots of this faculty to 
primordial achievements of living things" (196). After citing experiments 
that demonstrate the ability of animals to perform meaningful Integrations 
akin to those required in using language, he concedes that human beings and 
animals achieve qualitatively different results in connunication: "He must 
acknowledge the fact that speech is the application of convex rules of 
phonetics and gramnar and must show how the theory of tacit loiowing ac
counts for the acquisition and practise of such rules" (197).

Uhlike Chcnsky, he posits that tacit knowledge of a grammatical sys
tem develops gradually, along with parallel achievements, as the child ex
plores the nature of what he encounters; among the things he encounters is 
a language vhoee structure is represented by the rules of generative 
gramnar. These rules, according to Polanyi, the child acquires sub- 
sidi2u:ily through the dynamics of tacit knowing that actualizes discovery: 
"the questing imagination vaguely anticipating experiences not yet grounded 
in subsidicury particulars evokes these subsidiaries and thus implements the 
experience the imagination has souiqht to achieve" (199-200, italics in 
text). He adds that the guesting imagination is guided by intuition, an 
informed insight which ma)ces discoveries within a coherent framework (203).

In Personal Knowledge he presents examples of primitive heuristic 
acts, analogous to those of the questing imagination, uhich occur at the 
level of Inarticulate intelligence; whether euiimals master a trick, respond
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to signs, or contrive a slnple plan, one can distinguish a raanent of dis- 
oovery from the routine acts of displaying or applying knowledge that has 
been acquired (71-76). Tliese elementary feats have a highly sophisticated 
counterpart in the realm of 2u:ticulate intelligence. Polanyi says of the 
scientist, "Having ciusen a problem, he thrusts his imagination forweud in 
searcii of clues and the materieLl he thus digs up—idiether by speculation or 
ejqjeriment—is Integrated by intuition into new surmises, and so the in
quiry goes on to the end" ("Sense-Giving" 201-202). Language learning 
proceeds in similar fashion, by a sequence of eulvances "from the first 
baJabled morpheme used as a word sentence, and from the child's response to 
similar sounds used by adults, to the eventual mastery of liter2ury language 
and culture" (205). This sequence of linguistic advances, mlimited in 
nuriber, is thus motivated tjy the imaglnation-cim-lntuitiGn that Polanyi 
finds at work in ed.1 problem solving—from the rat tdio must invent a new 
path through the maze after being mutilated by K.S. Lashley to Lashley 
himself, viho Invented the problem eu»d Interpreted the rat's solution (196).

Although the dynamics of tacit knowing provides a coherent e^qtlana- 
tion of language learning, it does not seem to apply to a problem ]^sed by 
Chomsky and quoted by Polanyi: "Ihe real problem is that of developing a
t^pothesls alaout Initial structure that is sufficiently ri<di to account for 
the acquisition of language yet not so rich as to be inconsistent with the 
known diversity of languctge" [Aspects 58] ("Sense-Giving" 204). Chomsky 
maJces it clear earlier in the passage that he means a hypothesis atxaut in
nate inlti2d. structure, a hypothesis he considers necessary because "the 
strDdng uniformity of the resvilting granmars, and their indep»idenoe of 
Intelligaioe, motivation, and emotional state" suggest that many intricate 
patters could not loe learned unless the child possessed prior knowledge 
about the character of language (58). Polanyi's response sounds odd:

The dynamics of tacit knowing has made this problem more manageable. 
We are no longer faced with the question how people vdio learn to 
speak a language can identify, remenber and apply a set of convex 
rules known only to linguists. Ihey do not Identify these rules, let 
2d.one memorize and explicitly apply them, and do not need to do so. 
Aooording to the dynamics of tacit knowing, t)ie rules eure acquired 
subsidicurily, without focal Icnowledge of them. ("Soise-Givlng" 204) 

Oicmsky's problem is how nuch innate Imowledge to include in the language- 
acquisition device that enables the dilld to "invent" grammar^, not how to 
explain the learner's ability to master the rules of granmarj. Polanyi's 
reply appears to conflate tlie speaker's oonpetoice and the rules of gener
ative gramnar, an oddity that can be construed either as a mistaken reading 
occasioned by Chams)cy's ambiguity in using "generative gramnar" to refer to 
both, or (more IDcely) as a tacit rejec:tian of Chorosicy's innateness 
principle.

When Polanyi turns to the issue of linguistic creativity, a slmileu:
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1

puzzlement ocoirs in his introductory phrase to the following passage 
quoted from Aspects;

Another great problem is '...the fundamental fact about the normal 
use of language, namely the speaker's ability to produce and under- 
stcind instantly new sentences that are not simileu: to those pre
viously heard in any physically defined sense...nor dbt2dnable frcm 
them by any sort of "generalization" known to psychology or 
philosophy' [Aspects 57-58]. ("Sense-<3iving" 196)

Although Pol^yi's opening phreise conveys the Impression that Chonsky 
regards the explanation of creativity as a problem, this cannot be %*at he 
means. In the sentences preceding the quotation, Chomsky claims that it is 
empirical linguistics that cannot account for the phenomenon of novel 
sentences, v^reas e;q>licitly formulating the "creative aspect" of language 
new lies within the potner of generative grammar. It must be remarbered, of 
course, that Chomsky interprets creativity as sin^ile productivity, a 
restriction he accepts in order to construct a formal grammar t^ch, by 
definition, precludes the jud^nent of the speaker-hearer. In sudi a 
theory, "rule-governed creativity" rather than "rule-changing creativity" 
is the desideratum (Current Issues in Linguistic ’Theory 22). Evei thou^ 
Chomsky considers the issue closed, Polanyi seems to use the phreuse 
"Another great problem" to re-open it because he has consistently inves
tigated language not as a theoretical art but as a practical one.

In Personal IQxwledqe he lndic:ates the consequences of paracticlng 
this art; "Our choice of language is a natter of truth or error, of right 
or wrong—of life or death" (113). A proper choice, furthermore, camot be 
made passively from a thesaurus} it requires passionate intellection as one 
encounters novel experiences and creates linguistic patterns that modify 
both language and thought. Poleuiyi draws a distinction between assimilat
ing e;qperienae within an interpretative framework and adapting that 
framework to enoonpass new experience; "The first represents the of
using language impersonally, according to strict rules; the second relies 

® personal intervention of the speaker, for changing the rules of 1am- 

guage to fit new oocetsions. The first is a routine performance, the second j 
a heuristic act" (105). In "Sense-Giving" he attributes the inpetus for j 
this rule-changing creativity to the striving inagination, *hidi evokes the j 
subsidiary particulars that make possible new tacit integration (200-201). I Thus, language learning and the creative use of language spring from the ' 
same source; the dynamic powers of Imagination and Intuition that function 
as prime movers in the structure of tacit Icnowing.

Because Polanyi maintains, contra Chomsky, that language is rooted in 
cognitive powers that himan beings share with the higher animals, he con
cludes "Sense-Giving" by addressing vhat he calls the "ancient question" of ; 
vhy animals can neither invoit language nor learn to use it (206). Quite 
sinply, animals have a limited capacity for deeding with abstractions. An
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ape, for instance, may leiun to ride a bicycle because all of the clues 
necessary for doing so are inmediately present; on the other hand, a child 
learning a language must grope in a speculative way to discover abstract 
particuleirs that lie beyond his iainediate situation (206). Polanyi makes a 
similar distinction in Per3on^d■ Knowledge when he says, "To speak is to 
contrive signs, observe their fitness, and interpret their alternative 
relaticns; though the auiimal possesses each of these three faculties, he 
cannot combine them" (82). Human beings are able not only to ocmbine them 
but to use the ocmbination in the yet more abstract task of applying the 
two operation2d. principles that control linguistic representation euid the 
manipulation of symbols (78). In "Sense-Giving" he draws the inference 
that "man's unique linguistic powers appear to be due simply to his higher 
intelligence" (206).

One mist add a curious postscript to Polanyi *s conclusion. In 
Aspects Chomsky does not pay much attrition to the question of why animals 
cannot master leuiguage; he concentrates on the 2U‘gument the la faculte* de 
lanqaqe results from a neural development found only in the hmnan species. 
Later, however, he turns to the issue again. In Language and Mind (publ. 
1968| baaed on the 1967 Beckman Lectures) one finds statements that sound 
like a dissenting antiphonal response to those in "Sense-Giving": "As far 
as we know, possession of human language is associated with a specific type 
of mental organization, not sisply a higher degree of intelligence. There 
seems to be no substance to the view that himan language is singly a more 
ocmplex instance of something to be found elsevdiere in the 2uiimal world” 
(62). Hareover, in chailleiging the view that attributes the acquisition of 
Icinguage to intelligence rather than biology, Chomsky invokes Poleuiyi's 
image of the clever but linguisticetLly-in^joverished ape by contending t)iat 
"even at low levels of intelligence, at pathological levels, we find a com
mand of Ictnguage that is totally unattaincible by an ape that may, in other 
respects, surpass a human Imbecile in problem-solving ability and other 
adaptive behavior". This "rejoinder," with its counter-echoes of language 
and substance, calls attention to one of the several ways in which 
Polanyi* s thouc^t diverges from that of Chomsky. We must new consider how 
the divergences noted in this paper qualify Polanyi'a stated su^^port for 
(3)cmsky's work.

4
Although Polamyi and Chomsky share the premise that lauiguage is a 

mental activity, their theories puresent different e^qdanations that stem 
from basically different questions. Chcmsluy 2us)cs, in effect, how the mind 
can construct (or invent) the exquisite design revealed by analysis of lin
guistic structiurei Polanyi aslcs how the mind of someone can use the intri
cate design of linguistic structure to convey meaning. ChomsJty answers his 
question in Aspects fay postulating the existence of a biological mechanism
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with innate linguistic prcpertlesf Polanyl responds in "Sense-Giving" by 
showing ttat the acquisition of linguistic stjnx::turef as well as the crea
tive use of language, is a personal achievement made possible by tacit 
knowing conobined with Individual intelligoioe.

Polsmyi's essay, however, does more them provide an adtemative to 
Chomsky's hypothesis; it offers an epistemological grounding for the fonnal 
rules of generative graunmar which, in Aspects, appear to exist 
autonomously. Althou^ purportedly they make explicit the tacit knowledge 
of internalized grammar, their function remains a mystery because current 
generative theory excludes the problem of how language is used. "Sense- 
Giving" confers significance on the rules by Inoorporating them into a 
theory of meaning that adoiowledges the diailectic relationship between 
tacit and explicit linguistic features in human discourse. Polanyi's 
reflections on Chomsky thereby demonstrate that farmad linguistics has mudu 
to gain by talking into account its enabling tacit ooefficioit.
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Sara Leopold

POLANYI Ate JUNGIAN PSYCHOLOGY

James H. Hall is a Oadlas psychiatrist, who has written on the 
relationship of Polanyi's epistemology to Jungiaui psychology. He has two 
books on Jungian psychology, Jungian Dream Interpretation; A Handbook of 
theory and Practices^ and Clinical Uses of Dream; Jungian Interpretation 

and Biactments and a paper, "Polanyi and Jungian Psychology: Dream-ego 
and Haking-Ego, all commenting on the relationship of Polanyi's thought 
to Jungian psychology.

Hall notes several reasons for his interest in Polanyi:
(1) Polanyi is one of the major theoretiejans of science ibo, like 

Jung, attenpts to bridge the tension between inner subjective eiqierienoe 
and outer social and scientific formsi

(2) Polanyi, like Jung, has relevance for the conceptualisation of 
religious experience, as attested by an increasing nunber of theological 
dissertations discussing his work; and

(3) although Poleuiyi himself did not apply his concept of focal and
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tacit knowing to the imagery of dreane, he raised no objection to that pos
sible extension of his langxiage into the intrapeydiic field of subjective 
experioioe. Hedl further notes that "a fourth reason for my concern with 
Polanyi's work is the possibility it offers of applying Jungian dream 
theory in such a ««ay that the specificity and grain of the dream image is 
preserved ifithout reduction, while a form is provided for relating the 
structure of complexes, as reve2d.ed in dreams, to our central clinical 
focus of understanding the structure and fluctuations of the wa)cing ego.^

From these declarations of intent, it may be observed that Hall sees 
the nature of the relationship between Polanyi's work and that of Jmg as a 
parallel, possibly ais a oorroboratlon because of certain similcirities which 
he notes. Secxxidly frcm the use of technical language and jargon, v#e note 
that Hall is writing for those already initiated into the language of Jisi- 
gian peycholcigy. This is cartainly appropriate in the Jcximal of Analyti
cal Psycholcagy, an2ilytlcal psychology being the neune applied to Jungian 
psychology.

The peuallel vrlth Jung which Hall sees in Polanyi is in Polanyi's 
cxxx:^>t of fcxal and tacd.t struc:ture. The chvlous par6Lllel between fcxal/ 
tacit knowing and psychcanad-ysis is the pau:ad.lel with cxxiscaous/mcxxiscn.cxis 
knowing. Polainyi did not make reference to the uncxnscious and neither does 
Hall draw cxi this parad-lel. Insteaul he notes the nature of the way in «ihich 
"percsepticxi of a cxm^diensive entity Involves the tacit relianca upon 
cues, in a subsidiary way, in order to attend to the oitity percaived." It 
is the "intrinsic satlsfachion in the discxjvery of more cxnpr^iensive 
entitles" in which Had.1 sees a parallel between the creative activities of 
a sc:lentist and the "movements of anatlysls in diaoovering for the analysand 
more cxnprdiensive ways of understauiding the procass of individuaticxi."

This is perhaps as gcxxl a definltlcn as one cxxild hc^ for of the 
purpose of analysis, assixning one ixideirstands what is meant by individua
tion. Yet in an age so pcaitivistic that the vzdidity of any psychological 
insight is called into cjuesticxi, perhaps more justification is recjuired 
than to proclaim knowledge as a belief stated with universal intent. This 
is an inportant point in Polanyi's epistemology. Polanyi attempted to show 
that even the most would-be objecTtive scd.encas Involve zsi element of per
sonal cxmmitment of the knowers to the things known. Many have been too 
ready to acxapt that Polanyi lets you believe zmything ycju vmnt or even 
that he justifies any beliefs that people mi^t want to chcxsse.

More inportant than simply znihering to a particular belief is the at- 
tempt to convince others in the cxnvivial order of the essential cxxrrecrt- 
ness of the knowledge we hold. Perhaps nonhere is this message more inpor- 
tant than for the various schools of psychoanalysis, holding many points in 
cxxnmon but distinguished historlczdly by unlcjue sets of beliefs organized 
around particular Individuals. Because of the extreme doubt by so many 
nurtured in a positivistic cxilture, it seems there is a particular burden
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tqm such students of the mind to state not only their beliefs but «dso the 
grounds upon vAiich understands 2ure held to be true. There are inevitably 
many anbiguities in the attencbs to study something so oonplex as a 
person's unconscious, but the ocnclusions on tbich psychologlcia therapists 
are practioed are based on careful observations of individuals in par
ticular cultured, settings, and there is nuoh to be gedned from an ongoing 
review of what is ultimately oonvlnclng and believable.

Perhaps it is unfair of me to hold Hall to this task since he writes 
for those already oonvlnoed by the analytical psychological outlook. But 
having just returned from a sabbatical in Oxford, I am particularly struck 
fay the extent to vihidi life in American universities is diaracterized by 
extreme forms of specialization, idildi leads to a deferenoa to eiqierts in 
narrow areas of knowledge. In Ocford and elsediere in Europe I found it 
much more ocmnon for colleagues in my "specialty" and outsiders as well to 
be nuch more ccxifident and trilling to ch2dlenge eiqpertise and to assume 
that there was a ocmmun intellectual framework in thich ideas cx>uld be 
debated eutd in which assent could be given to claims to Jcnowledge.

Hall in some rather interesting disclosures reflects this Hnonroi for 
modernity and in particular American modernity. He t^dks in some <iet£til 
2dx3ut his otn ejqperience in tredning 2uid how he increasingly iwjmifi more 
interested in Jung's work. He tells us that Polanyi had read his discussion 
of tacit knowing 2uxl "told me that it was an accurate reflechicm of his 
thought. However, he did not wish to comment on the appllcaticxi of his 
concepts to drecuns."^ He reminds us that Polanyi had been a classmate of 
both Franz Alexander, later a Freudian psychoanalyst, and Jolande Jcuubl, 
the distinguished Jungian, but he himself had not studied either Junglan or 
Freudian theory. He might have gone on to add that Polanyi was quite 
dubious about psychoanalysis, seeing in it a kind of do^tiam justified in 
a scientificr-aE^)earing language of mechanicul forces. The basis of the 
claims of knowledge of psychoanalysis has received a great deal of thought 
over the decades much of it stimulated by Polanyi himself. He in the no- 
(iem age seem to vacillate between a respect for the kind of perscxial anec
dote Hall relates and the eaqpecTtation of a detached third pernnnai accxxxit.

Another of Polanyi's cuntred points seems to be particularly relevant 
for psychological insight. That is Polanyi's attend to demonstrate the 
iinpossibility of vedue neutredity. The knower must inevitably be cxmnitbed 
to the things known and nust acknowledge those cxmmitments. In this sense 
Polanyi believes that psychologically the hi^iest level aocussible to man 
is his moral sense.^ Hall heis difficulties with this and I have dif
ficulties with his difficulties. Hall notes that "with some reservations, 
such agreement is possible, if the term 'mored' is taken in a very per- 
sonalistic way, realizing that an individual, in being moral to hie own 
deeper nature, may at times find himself at variance tidth ocnventlonal 
morality or with other parts of himself."^ Yet nor2dity like knowledge.
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tAiile It has a personal ocnqponoit, the "from" In the £rom-to vector, cannot 
be just personalistic without some grounding in a ocanunity of others. *nie 
maredity of the sociopath can be personalistic, but the moral person has 
oaRmitmaits that go beyond himself.

I suspect that Hall's concern here is with the ways in which 
"conventional morality" are often used in less than an ideal sense to en
force some sort of socinl confoimity or even just the wishes of the parents 

I in controlling cdiildren. Psychotherapies of various sorts are often ac- 
' cused of promoting a self-interested hedonian, of encouraging pec^e to be- 

oome selfish. In Freud's day (and in Jung's) the pationts Uho came for 
help were often overly inhibited, especially sexually, and their treatment 
consisted in loosening the bonds of inhibition so they could be more 

I morally discriminating in their actions. Though in this day and age many 
I therapists do encourage idl sorts of indulgences—it must be acknowledged— 

morality ultimately most be more than personalistic. The kind of patient 
we are much more likely to see today are mudi more likely to be lost for 
w^ult of a stable moral Identity than to be inhibited in their impulses. 
Here the task of the therapy/analysis is to regain a sense of self by re
establishing contact with not only one's tnconscious inpulses, but also 
with other people. Thus Polanyi's point that psychologically the highest 
level aooessible to nan is his moral sense tuis particular reverence for the 
various psychotherapeutic schools, for it is through understanding of 
oneself that this higher moral sense may be achieved.
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BOOK REVIEW
Jeffry Kane, Beyond Bnpiricism; Michael Polanyi Reoonsidered (New York: 

Peter Lang, 1984), American Studies, Series XIV, No. 6.

This book by Jeffrey Kane, currently on the faculty of Adelphi 
University, is an essay on Polanyi's epistemology.
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No anall part of the popularity of Mldiael Polanyi's work acmes fron 
the fact that his epistemology furnishes the critics of positivistic 
theories of knowledge with powerful amnunition by an authentic card- 
carrying scientist. For such an authroity to eussert that scientific theory 
ultiimtely is grounded in personal rather than impersonal oognition is a 
formidable asset in the debate. Ihis is a startling theory, as Polanyi 
well realized when he wrote

To say that the discovery of abjective truth in science ocnsists in 
the ^prehension of a rationality which oonmands our respect and 
eurouses our oontenplative admiration; that sud) disoovecuy, while 
using the experience of our senses as clues, transcends this ex
perience by embracing the vision of reality beyond the iscnressions of 
our senses, a vision \diich speaks for itself in guiding us to an ever 
deeper understanding of reality—such an aooount of scientific proce
dure would be generally shrugged aside 2is outdated Platonion; a piece 
of mystery-mongering ummrthy of an enlighteded age. Yet it is 
precisely on this oonoeption of objectivity that I wish to insist... 
(Personttl Knowledge; 'Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy, New York; 
Harper & Row, 1964, pp. 5-6).
Kane argues at laigth and for the most part cogently that scientific 

thinldng as described by the positivists would render the discoveries of 
Copernicus auid Einstein logical as well eus psychological miracles. To 
avoid resort to miracles, Polanyi <%>ts for the ontological reedity of a ra
tional order in the miverse with which the scienctist appraises problems 
and their solutions. Thus metaphysics becomes a prestippositlcn of physics 
rather than its ^^ltithesis.

In Chapter I, Kane e;qplicates Polanyi*s metaphysics, and in Chapter 2 
^u:^ues that this metaphysics rules out the "possibility of a completely 
logical or empirical determined process of scientific discovery or 
eissessment.” Chapter 3 focuses on the puroblem of "indwelling" and the 
tacit conponents of knowledge. A model of scientific inquiry is outlined 
in Qiapter 4, and the final chapter explores the inplicatlons of the model 
for sciaitific eund educationad enterptrises.

On the vray, Kane deeds elth Karl Popper's attenpt to rescue the fal
libility of anpirical generedizations by Induction from flights bo ir- 
rationedity by relying on falsification of theories rather than on their 
verification. Falsification, however, is not free from the logical risks 
of all empiriced generalizations. To prove an hypothesis false, the 
reported failure of the hypothesis' predictions must be ture, but sucb 
reports also are grounded in fallible observations. Kane finds Popper's 
ploy to make scientific knowing tnholly e^qdiclt unsuccessful.

For newcomers to Polanyi's work the explications Kane provides (with 
very generous quotations for the original texts) should be helpful, and one 
might suppose, persuasive. TVk> major themes 2u:e treated in det2dl. (1) The
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"a-criticad." presupposltlcnal iamerslon in the rational order in nature and 
its fecundity for future disclosures, and (2) the theory of tacit knowledge 
as an e^gdanation of how personal knowledge functions.

Of the two, the latter, it seems to me, is the c^ierative one. Without 
the distinction between focal and subsidiary knowing, the appeed to 
"heuristic visions" beocmes vulnerable to the chaurge of romantician and 
ideedistic atmospherics, tthether it be of the poetic, religious, or 
metaphysical variety. To eaqplain tacit knowing necessitated Polanyi's 
forays into psydiology.

main task," he says, "will be to survey the non-strict ndes of 
inference—in other words, the informal logic—on which science rests. 
Ihis non-strict logic tdll be seen to rest to some extent on psychological 
observations not hitherto accepted as the foundations of scientific 
inference." ("Logic and Psychology," American Psychologist, 23, 1, January 
1968, p. 27.)

Diis psychological evidence permits the extension of tacit knowing as 
a factor in a wide variety of huian behavior and thought, for exanple, 
elucidating the role of the "convivial pursuit of scientific truth" by the 
scientific ccnnunity. Scimtists, however innovative eux3 creative, 
nevertheless think, imagine, reaison, and speculta with concepts and images 
derived from their formal schooling and by which, as Thomas Kuhn pointed 
out, newocmers are inducted into the guild. This fund of concepts becomes 
the subsidiary resources for the focal problems of the scientific 
practitioner. The space Kane devotes to this topic is well deserved.

In Qu^Jter 3 Kane discusses Polanyi's treatment of the mind-body 
problem and finds it self-contradictory. Polanyl states that his theory 
of knowledge retedns the duediam of mind and body, but Kane argues that 
Polanyi's concept of emergence contradicts it (p. 135). Kane ^lsks (p. 135): 

Are ordering principles ontologicxdly independent laws? Are they 
unique inst2mces of physlo-ciiemical medianians or are they as dis
tinct as the meaning of the words on this page are frcm the ink which 
transcribes them? Is there a 'far side' of reality that merges with 
the physical in man's thinking? Do mind and body oonstitute more 
than a rhetorical dualian?
Kane ocxicludes that for Polanyl it turns out to be no more than that 

and leaves no room for a knower independent of physical and chemical 
processes (138).

The durability of the mind-body problem 1s a tribute to philosophers' 
genius for so stating the problem that it can neither be solved nor left 
unsolved. To be sure, meaning and ink differ radically, if only the chemi- 
ced composition of ink is considered. But iidc marks are symbols that have 
referents vhicii they denote, among which are meanings.

Perhaps the ontology of mind that Polanyi sought can be found in the 
separability of symbols from their referents. Our cortical apparatus does
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not prevent us from thinking and imagining v^iat does not yet exist as an 
actual entity, e.g. tcmorrow's sunrise or a disendxxlied soul. Conoeptions 
of vtet ral^t be <uid ought to be are independafit of actuality, albeit their 
realization may not be. It may sound paradoxical to say that the reality 
of mind is witnessed as much, if not more, by the possibility of falsehood 
as by its grasp of truth.

Mind, therefore, is not bound by the law of matter, because syiriools 
are not so bound, albeit they c^ul be used by a symbol using knower so as to 
formulate the b^vior of matter. Pol2uiyi's insistence on including corti
cal functions as subsidiary clues does fudge the distinction because corti
cal functions are either symbols or they are not. It is this power of on
tological detachment from the physicaQ actucLIity that makes it possible to 
construct problems and theories for their solution; indeed to presi^]pose a 
rational order.

Whether or not this ancient problan can stand another flogging, it 
does not impair the heuristic value of Polanyi's epistemology. As Kane 
notes, the structure of the theory sheds ll^t on some importeuit problems 
as to how knowledge is acguii^ed and used.

As far as eduoation, especially formal schooling, is concemed, the 
tacit-formal apparatus lllimlnates some of its most in^xsrtant puzzles eis no 
other theory does. For example, the standard efforts to jxastify liberal 
education elicit more respect than belief both in and out of the acadaiy. 
Ibis is so because its defenders try to show that the context of these 
liberal disciplines function by the resurrection of school studies in daily 
life situations, euxi in doing so inform and ennoble conduct.

The familiar counterexamples to such claims underline the inportanoe 
of the problem and what a Polanyi analysis does to enlighten it. FOr the 
truth of the matter is that unless s(dKX>l learnings are reinforced in daily 
life by their use in a vocation (e.g. as academic philosophers, historians 
or scientists and literatures do), they are soon forgotten. Yet the dif
ference in the associative and interpretive resources of those who did and 
those who did not study these disciplines is easily discernible. As Polanyi 
might p)ut it, for the non-professional these studies provide a residue of 
conceptual and imaglc structures that subsidiarily make sense out of life 
situations as they push their way into the focus of our attention. Wb 
think and perceive »dth these structures that remain long after the details 
by vrtiich they were meistered are forgotten. Uie subject matters were focal 
«ben studied; they beocme subsidiary in post-school life.

Moreover, the focal-subsidieury distinction enables us to make a case 
for aesthetic education. If the aesthetic experience entails perceiving 
images of himan inport, then the "educated" perception and oonstrual of 
images as embodied in the eurts is fundamental in the formation of mind. 
Educationally this is important because advocates of the liberal studies or 
the studies prescribed for gener2il education confront an av^cward rih;**™ be
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tween the scdences 2md the eu:ts. Ihe excseption is literature which heis oc
cupied a dcminant place In the classic curriculum, but even literature is 
rarely taught as a performing art, but rather as em item in the history of 
culture. Similarly, »4ien the other performining arts are included in 
general education requirements, they are also likely to be taught in terms 
of their history.

In part this situation arises because ordinary citizens make no 
pretense of beocming proficient in any of the perfomring arts, hobby pain
ters and closet poets to the contrary notwithstanding. Beyond sketchy in
struction in nusic and drawing in the elementary grades, formal schooling 
does not include the arts in the required roster, and colleges as a rule do 
not require them for acknisslon.

Nevertheless, if the culture, in any important sense, is driven by 
Images embodied in language and ritual they do became an inportant in
gredient in the subeldieucy store with vrtiidi the citizen oonfronts the 
world. The associative and Interpretive uses of scdx»llng are affected by 
these gaps in formal education.

It nay be said that just aa God did not make man and leave it to 
Aristotle to make him logical, so hunan beings formed and responded to 
images in the several sensory modalities long before professional artists 
taught them to do so. Yet just as the study of sclenoe reflects ccnroon- 
sense theories and ejqplanations, so does the work of the artist refine 2nd 
Claris the hunan inport of everyday images.

I do not fault Kane for not e:q>loring this 2uea in depth. He does 
refer to Polanyl's discussion of the imagination, but the role images in 
2d.l phases of cognition, including the scientific, is of more than inciden- 
t2d importance Inthe "heuristic vision" of intellectued possibility. TBie 
haste of philosophers to get to logical and scientific thought is 
understendedtjle, but not excusable Inaoiuch as such aesthetic categories 2n 
balcuioe, rhythm, organic unity are the subldieuy ipesouroes of so much of 
our thought and action.

H.S. Broudy

OUR FINANCES - A SIATBtBn*

Perhaps the time has ccme to give readers of Conviviun some informa- 
tlcn about our finances, since we seem to be heading for trouble. In 
Novonber, 1984, our bank balance was £284-45. Income for the twelve months 
from Novendaer 1984 %ms £271-65. (Subscriptions £140, Donations, £62, Bank 
Interest £8-15.) Tot2d. estimated expenditure for two issues of Oonviviun 
plus postage and stationary for this year will be 2u:ound £540. (Printing 
and postage for the March 1985 issue was about £280, hut I will only print
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100 cx^es of No 21, as WB have 39 copies left of No 20.) I expect to have 
about E35 left in the bank «Aien the October bills have been paid. If I em 
ri^t, this means that eiqpenditure will have exceeded inocsis b/ about £250 
this year and we tdll be bancrupted by next March's bills. Me could save 
money by reverting to the old system of making contributors submit mnu- 
scripts ready for photocopying, but this would inevitably result in unevoi 
and untidy presentation. No doubt raising the subecription to £5 p.a. will 
help, hut %*at we really need is a marked increase in membership. If every 
subscriber «^io has esiything to do with a library or university nrmiH per“ 
suade the libreurian to tate out a subscription, this would be a help. I 
believe that the American tkdanyi Society have their Newsletter, Trw^^1•^r»^ 
and Discovery, almost self-supporting fron library subscriptions alone.
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